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New Mexico in the Otero Era:
Some Historical Perspectives
GERALD D. NASH

It is one of the paradoxes in the history of New Mexico during the
twentieth century that while the state's historical experience during
these years has been incredibly rich, the historical literature about that
experience, as of 1991, is incredibly sparse. In fact, at present it is
virtually nonexistent. Yet in the ninety years since 1900 the state's
population has grown faster than in any other comparable period, even
more so than in the last 400 years. Its economy has developed in a far
more complex manner than during the more than 300 years of Spanish
and Mexican rule. Its society has become more diversified than it was
at any previous time. Its cultural life has become more varied than in
any earlier period or in any equivalent time span of ninety years.
Indeed, it could be argued that in the entire span of New Mexico's rich
history, the last ninety years were among the most significant in the
state's total experience. But, if that point is arguable, it is clear that the
history of the state in the twentieth century is important enough to be
Gerald D. Nash is Distinguished Professor at the University of New Mexico. Author
of numerous books and essays, he is a nationally recognized expert on the modem
American West.
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duly recorded by historians and by those who seek to preserve its
heritage. 1
But why, it may be asked, has New Mexico's history in the twentieth century been so shamefully negleCted? That is a question that
does not ,have easy or precise answers. Yet one can make conjectures.
In the first place, a lack of historical consciousness m'!y be at work.
Many New Mexicans have a clear awareness of the state's Hispanic
heritage; they are reminded often of the old Native American cultures
that dwell within its borders; but they do not have a very clear image
of the pluralistic, multicultural and rather complex society of New
Mexico in the last one hundred years. Is not the whole, however, larger
than its parts?
Many New Mexicans have also held to a romantic perception of
the Land of Enchantment. After all, the majority of New Mexicans in
the twentieth century have been recent arrivals, immigrants from
somewhere who came to New Mexico to better their situation in some
way. For many of them the state represented the Great Escape, a realization of some of their dreams. They came expecting to find realization of what they hoped to find. Their perceptions of New Mexico
thus embraced as much a land envisaged in their imaginations as in
reality.
Such a romantic image embraced various components. At times
it has included a decided anti-urban bias. Some of the migrants who
came were fleeing from the large industrial cities of the East or the
Pacific Coast. Their preferences were for less heavily urbanized areas
not wedded directly to industry. New Mexico seemed to incorporate
such a vision. At times their image also embodied guilt feelings about
past treatment of natives-whether Indians or Hispanics. That often
led to a rather romanticized view of their cultures that served to expatiate doubts of newcomers about their own migration and reassured
them that they had made the right choice in pulling up roots elsewhere.
Such feelings led New Mexicans to look to the more distant rather than
1. This paper was first presented at the Conference on "New Mexico Entering the
Twentieth Century," sponsored by the Maxwell Museum at the University of New Mexico, September 1989. I wish especially to thank Elaine H. Price, who organized the
conference.
The exhibit featured the life and works of Miguel Antonio Otero that Cynthia Secor
Welsh helped to prepare. Otero's own writings include My Nine Years as Governor of the
Te"itory of New Mexico, 1897-1906 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1940),
and My Life on the Frontier, 1864-1882, 2 vols. (New York: Press of the Pioneers, 19351939).
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more recent past because it allowed for the enshrinement of romantic
views.
In addition, it must be remembered that New Mexico was also one
of the last territories to be admitted to statehood. As one of the youngest states in the Union, it was understandable that its history since
statehood was underdeveloped in the early years of the century because it was so new and recent. But the passage of time has placed it
in a very different perspective. A hundred years of history loom large.
In short, a lack of historical consciousness, a romantic tradition, and
the newness of statehood have contributed to the benign neglect of
New Mexico's twentieth-century experience. But the closing years of
that century do afford a new opportunity for reflection, a new appreciation of New Mexico's growth during the last 100 years.
Thus, the time may be ripe to end the period of neglect and to
underscore our needfor knowing more about the state's history in the
twentieth century. In the first place, such a history is important for
what it can contribute to a sense of identity for the people of the state.
To be sure" they may be aware of their own particular ethnic or cultural
he,ritage. But the broader, collective image of the state in the twentieth
century is still blurred. Such an image is needed to provide an overarching sense of identity if, indeed, the whole is larger than the parts. '
Such an identity can serve them well not only within the state, but can
project an image to people elsewhere, whether in the United States or
abroad.
A more fully developed history of New Mexico in the twentieth
century would also serve to aid the policy-makers in the state. Legislators engaged in the formulation of new laws, governors planning
public policy initiatives, judges engaged in handing down legal opinions, and administrators involved in the day-to-day execution of statutes and administrative regulations could find useful context and
guidance in books and articles dealing with the state's development
in the last 100 years.
A more fully developed historical knowledge of New Mexico in
more recent times would have still other functions. It would do much
to strengthen the sense of community of the people in the state. That
has always been one of the primary functions of local and state history,
and it is a vital one. But if at least a century of experience is undeveloped, and popular consciousness of it only dim, how can Clio perform
this important service?
, The prime purpose of this essay is to provide a broad context for
New Mexico history in the first two decades of the twentieth century,
broadly designated as the Otero era. One goal is to focus on the Big
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Picture rather than on detail, in the hope that future historians will
give the subject the attention it deserves. Many New Mexico writers
have lavished loving attention on details to satisfy perfectly legitimate
antiquarian interests. But historians also have a responsibility to provide the people of New Mexico with a sense of their historic heritage,
from its beginnings to the present day.
The Otero era was significant in many ways, for New Mexico
entered the twentieth century in more ways than one. These years saw
a blending of the old and the new, a merging of peoples and time
periods. The blending of peoples was important, of Native Americans,
Hispanics, and the increasing flow of Americans. The Otero era also
witnessed a confluence of the old agrarian economy of the nineteenth
century with the beginnings of industry and service industries more
characteristic of the years after 1900. These years also were a time of
amalgamation for political institutions and styles---of the traditional
patron system and legal institutions of the Spanish and Mexican periods
with those the Americans brought. Presiding over this complex interaction of diverse cultures was Miguel Antonio Otero, the genial territorial governor of New Mexico and long-time political arbiter in the
state. In his own person, part Hispanic, part American, he personified
the sweeping changes that were affecting New Mexico in the twentieth
century. More than most other individuals, he symbolized the old New
Mexico and the new.
The people who came to New Mexico and to the West during this
period were a special breed. In contrast to earlier settlers, they were
middle-aged rather than young, and they were reasonably affluent
rather than poor men seeking fortunes. Although their backgrounds
varied, a high percentage had middle-western origins. One segment
of migrants was composed of health seekers, particularly those suffering from tuberculosis or respiratory diseases. Others were retired
farmers or residents of small towns who had attained some measure
of success. The point to be made is that many were not just starting
out in life. Hence they brought with them capital for investment and
a range of entrepreneurial and other skills to build the new country to
which they came. A similar type of settler went to California, Colorado,
and Arizona during these same years. People like Henry L. Huntington
in California, the Goldwaters in Arizona, and John Evans in Colorado
personified the migration. In New Mexico the Springer family in the
northern part of the state, the Ilfelds of Albuquerque, and the Hunings
were among the better-known representatives of the newcomers. 2
2. Gerald D. Nash, The American West in the Twentieth Century (Albuquerque: Uni-
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This influx left an imprint on many aspects of New Mexico life.
In New Mexico, they developed Albuquerque not as a central city so
much as a conglomeration of suburbs reminiscent of small middlewestern towns. These came to be designated as New City-as distinct
from Old Town in Albuquerque. Not until 1949 were these two areas
joined. The backgrounds of these new settlers led them to develop a
horizontal rather than a vertical city in Albuquerque. Preferring detached homes with gardens----<:haracteristic of middle-western townsthey eschewed the town houses and apartment complexes of older
eastern cities such as Boston, New York, or Philadelphia. The architecture of these homes was decidedly eclectic Victorian or Gothic-an
imitation of middle-western styles then current. Even a casual survey
of neighborhoods built during these years in Albuquerque or Las Vegas, and other New Mexico towns, reflects this middle-western influence. The grid pattern they used to plan new neighborhoods they
imported directly from the Middle West as well-based on patterns
first stipulated by the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. This grid systemwith its regular streets divided into North, South, East, and Westcontrasted with the towns founded by Hispanic settlers, towns like
Santa Fe, Taos, or Las Vegas, with their town squares and irregular
curving streets.
The middle-western migrants also brought their cultural values
with them. To a large extent, these were the values of small middlewestern towns that they hoped to recreate. Being health conscious,
they placed much emphasis on the establishment of hospitals-most
of which were built during these years (like Presbyterian Hospital in
Albuquerque). This period also was one of church building and the
organizing of lodges and fraternal groups and chambers of commerce.
The newcomers also emphasized the importance of education. Not
only did they support creation of private schools, but they laid the
foundations for a public system such as had not existed before their
coming. And their concern for higher education was reflected in the
establishment of a system of higher education in 1889 when the legislature approved creation of the University of New Mexico and New
Mexico State University, both along middle-western models. In short,
the middle-western migration of the Otero era left a deep imprint on
versity of New Mexico Press, 1977), 11-18; F. Stanley (pseud.), The Springer, New Mexico
Story (Pantex, Texas: n.p., 1962); William J. Parish, The Charles Ilfeld Company: A Study of
the Rise and FalI ofMercantile Capitalism in New Mexico (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1961).
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the mosaic of cultural influences that became a blend in New Mexico's
colorful history. 3
In addition, the newcomers did much to boost the economic development of New Mexico. The Otero years saw substantial expansion
of business and commerce. Merchants like the Ilfelds or Spiegelbergs
of Santa Fe established general mercantile houses. Soon they expanded
into many varied lines of business and became involved with banking
and the wool trade. Construction companies such as that of Charles
Lembke (founded in 1911) added to the dynamism of the building boom
of these years-in building homes and tracts like the Huning addition
in Albuquerque, as well as in constructing extensive new roads. Major
new retailing establishments such as Kistler-Collister and Stromberg's
were founded just before the First World War. This was a significant
period for the flowering of business and commerce. 4
The first two decades of the century were also notable for the rise
of a tourist industry in New Mexico. In Las Vegas the Montezuma
Hotel (completed in 1886) did not emerge as a major luxury hostelry
as its builders hoped-perhaps to rival a hotel like the Broadmoor in
Colorado Springs. But a Fred Harvey house in Las Vegas did have a
reputation for many years as one of the finest eating establishments
in that part of the state and drew eastern visitors. On the other hand,
the Alvarado in Albuquerque (built in i903) became the city's pride.
Fred Harvey management and cuisine made it a showcase for the state
and led to plans for the La Fonda in Santa Fe a few years later. There
the Bishop's Lodge opened as a dude ranch in the World War I period,
also providing luxury accommodations for affluent tourists. Its reputation was such that by 1922 Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover
convened the Colorado River Compact Conference there at which representatives from western states signed the famous agreement to divide
the waters of the Colorado River.
The Fred Harvey organization also encouraged New Mexico arts
and crafts. hi. their newly established gift shops-located in their hotels
and restaurants-they featured distinctive southwestern wares such
as Indian blankets, pottery, and jewelry. Harvey was known to pay
fair prices to his Indian suppliers for products of good quality and did
a great deal to stimulate Native American arts and crafts as well as to
provide cash income. Vacationers were also attracted by Fred Harvey
3. Marc Simmons, Albuquerque: A Narrative History (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1982).
4. The extensive Spiegelberg Papers are located in Special Collections, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. See also Parish, Ilfeld.
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Tours. Utilizing open luxury automobiles and Harvey guides-including at one time the well-known writer Erna Fergusson-they conducted
visitors to Indian pueblos and archeological sites. The newly created
Museum of New Mexico (1911) cooperated in these events. Tourists
were also attracted by the hot springs of New Mexico-in Las Vegas
or in Hot Springs, which were widely advertised in an age when many
Americans "took the baths" for" a variety of ailments.
Historic sites became another favorite destination for the increasing flow of tourists during the era. Las Vegas, after all, had been the
recruiting ground for Theodore Roosevelt when he organized the Rough
Riders in 1898. A few years later (1906) while visiting New Mexico and
southern Colorado, he examined the ruins at Mesa Verde and was
shocked to find decay and vandalism. As a result of this experience
Roosevelt urged Congress to protect such sites by establishing national
monuments. Congress responded in 1906, and ten years later established the National Park system that helped to make New Mexico even
more attractive as a tourist haven. By 1920 tourism had developed to
a degree where it provided the state with a major source of its annual
income. s
It should be recognized that the Otero period was one of tremendous expansion of New Mexico's agriculture. From 1880 to 1910 the
value of farm products of the state grew from $5 millions annually to
$44 millions! Most of the new farms were established in the valleys of
the Rio Grande, Pecos, Canadian, and San Juan Rivers. In addition,
extensive irrigation works in the southern part of the state made arid
lands fruitful there. Irrigation projects in the Carlsbad area created new
farmlands as early as 1887: Once the federal government began to
spend large amounts of money for irrigation projects in the state they
became a reality. The Newlands Act of 1902 and appropriations for the
U.S. Army Engineers boosted such construction. In fact, one of the
first major projects to be completed was Elephant Butte in 1915. By the
time of World War I lands in southern New Mexico were producing
cotton, hay, com, and wheat. These years saw the emergence of com-

5. The story of National Monuments and National Parks is detailed in John Ise, Our
National Park Policy: A Critical History (Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1961); Fred Harvey, The Indian and Mexican Building: Albuquerque (n.p., n.d.); Fred
Harvey, The Indian Detour (Chicago, Illinois: Rand McNally, 1926); Alice Marriott, Maria,
the Potter of San Ildefonso (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1948), xviii-xix; Edward
B. Mann and Fred E. Harvey, New Mexico: Land of Enchantment (Lansing: Michigan State
University Press, 1955).
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mercial agriculture to supplement the self-sufficient farming more characteristic of the nineteenth century. 6
New Mexico's economy in the early twentieth century continued
to be bolstered by the livestock industry. The semiarid lands of the
state were well-suited for cattle raising. But between 1890 and 1910
New Mexico became the largest sheep raiser. Wool became a major
export of the state. By 1920 sheep grazing declined because of problems
similar to those of other western states. Preeminent were conflicts
between sheep and cattle growers since sheep tended to exhaust grazing lands quickly, leaving little for cattle. If New Mexico's range wars
were not as violent as those in Wyoming, the tensions between sheep
and cattle men were nonetheless sufficient to lead to the demise of
sheepherders. 7
Certainly the mining industries were another major component of
the state's economy during the Otero era. Most important were the
Santa Rita open pit copper mines near Silver City. It should not be
forgotten that with the exception of the Santa Fe Railroad, the copper
mines were the state's largest employer for many decades. Along with
copper, production of silver was substantial. These metals were far
more valuable than coal, which was mined on a small scale near Cerrillos and especially near Raton in the northern part of the state.
Altogether, commerce, tourism, agriculture, and mining grew more
rapidly during the Otero years than in any previous period and tied
New Mexico's economy to the nation. 8
6. Statistics are taken from United States Census tables as collated in Leonard J.
Arrington, The Changing Structure of the Mountain West, 1850-1950 (Logan: Utah State
University Press, 1963), 28-63; Ira G. Clark, Water in New Mexico: A History of Its Management and Use (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987), a masterly work.
See also Julia T. Lee, Oarlis Miller, and Ira G. Clark, A Guide to Water Records of New
Mexico, 1897-1983 (Las Cruces: New Mexico State University, 1986); John W. Grassham,
Oarlis Miller, and Ira G. Clark, A Guide to the Elephant Butte Irrigation District Records (Las
Cruces: New Mexico State University, 1985), and Michael E. Welsh, A Mission in the
Desert: Albuquerque District, 1935-1985 (Washington, O. c.: U.s. Army Corps of Engineers,
1985).
7. Frank H. Grubbs, "Frank Bond: Gentleman Sheepherder of Northern New Mexico
1883-1915," New Mexico Historical Review 35 (October 19670), 293-308; ibid., 36 (April
1961), 138-58; ibid., 36 (July 1961), 230-43; ibid., 36 (October 1961), 274-345; ibid., 37
(January 1962), 43-71. William J. Parish, ed., "Sheep Husbandry in New Mexico, 19021903," ibid., 37 (July 1962), 201-13; ibid., 37 (October 1962), 260-309; ibid., 38 (January
1963),56-77. On cattle, see Lowell H. Harrison, "Thomas Simpson Carson, New Mexico
Rancher," ibid., 42 (April 1967), 127-43 and Harwood P. Hinton, Jr., "John Simpson
Chisum, 1877-84," 31 (July 1956), 177-205; ibid., 31 (October 1956), 310-37; ibid., 32
(January 1957), 53-65.
8. Clark C. Spence, "British Investment and the American Mining Frontier, 1860-
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The first two decades of the twentieth century also ushered in a
period of diversity in New Mexico's cultural life. Many of the newcomers were entranced by the older Indian and Hispanic cultures that
they found here. Some had left the East because of dissatisfactions
with urban life and industrialism. They felt alienated from the, new
industrial order arising in the United States and romanticized the seemingly simpler pre-industrial civilization of the Southwest. This mood
was reflected by many writers of the period who pictured the region
as idyllic, overlooking many of its real problems such as rural poverty,
cultural conflicts, and poor health. Such was the case of Charles Lummis, a New Englander who founded a booster magazine, The Land of
Sunshine, in Los Angeles at the tum of the century and dedicated his
life to embellishment of the romantic image. Entranced with New Mexico, he wrote several glowing books about the Land of Enchantment.
One of his close friends was Mary Austin who acquainted her wide
audience in the United States with The Land of Little Rain (1903) and
who later came to live in Santa Fe. New Mexico's own Ema Fergusson
wrote a succession of widely read books in a similar vein. In the Otero
era, she was a student at the University of New Mexico. 9
Cultural life was enriched as well by innovations in the architecture
of New Mexico. These years saw the emergence of what became known
as the Pueblo Style. It was a blend of Spanish Territorial architecture
with Indian Pueblo designs, modified to include American amenities
such as electricity and indoor plumbing. Much of the inspiration came
from Bertram Goodhue, the outstanding exponent of the Spanish Territorial style during these years, but it was John Gaw Meem in New
Mexico who adopted it in New Mexico and created many distinctive
structures such as the campus of the University of New Mexico. 10
The Otero years are also remembered for the expansion of schools
in New Mexico. With the influx of Americans the demands for edu1914," ibid., 36 (April 1961), 121-37. Richard H. Kessel, "The Raton Coal Field: An
Evolving Landscape," ibid., 41 (July 1966), 231-50. See also Jim B. Pearson, The Maxwell
Land Grant (Norman: University of Oklahoma J'ress, 1961), and Jim F. Heath, "A Study
of the Influence of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Upon the Economy of
New Mexico, 1878 to 1900" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1955).
9. Nash, American West, 49-62; Edwin R. Bingham, Charles F. Lummis (San Marino,
California: Huntington Library, 1955); Charles F. Lummis, The Land of Poco Tiempo (New
York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1893).
10. The standard study is Bainbridge Bunting, John Gaw Meem: Southwestern Architect
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1983); Beatrice Chauvenet, John Gaw Meem:
Pioneer in Historic Preservation (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1985); John Gaw
Meem: Tradition and the Individual Talent (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico General
Library, 1976), brochure of exhibition at Albuquerque Public Library.
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Inaugural parade of Governor Miguel A. Otero, shown at San Francisco Street along the Plaza in
Santa Fe, 1896. Photograph courtesy of Museum of New Mexico, negative no. 14089.
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cation grew. Archbishop Lamy did much to establish a network of
Catholic parochial schools while Presbyterian missionaries founded
dozens of institutions such as Menaul School in Albuquerque. As noted,
the bases of a system of public education were also laid during these
years. 11
New Mexico's cultural life took on rather new dimensions with
the establishment of art colonies in Taos and Santa Fe. The painters
who carne during the first two decades of the twentieth century-men
like Robert Henri, John Sloan, Mardsden Hartley, and Andrew Dasburg-were enthralled not only by the magnificent scenery and coloration that they found, but also by the native cultures. Like the writers,
they viewed these scenes and people not necessarily as they werewith a sense of realism-but through a romantic lens in which they
idealized traditional societies. They painted in part what they wanted
to see-a stark contrast to urban industrial America from which they
had just fled. 12
The blending of cultures so evident in the Otero period was also
reflected in the state's politics. For many years New Mexico had been
ruled largely by autonomous local bosses, the patrones. When Bronson
Cutting carne from the East in 1911 and bought the Santa Fe New
Mexican, he quickly adapted to local ways and blended them with his
own style, that of an American state party boss. The delegates to the
convention that framed the Constitution of 1912 further blended the
diverse cultures of the state in that document, for it provided for a
measure of bilingualism. Moreover, they devised the state's legal system so that it incorporated the civil (Spanish) and the common (English)
law and allowed for Indian legal practices as well, particularly pertaining to communal property, land, and water issues. 13
11. Clyde R. Hardisty, "The History of Public Secondary Education in New Mexico"
(master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1949); Louis Avant, "The History of Catholic
Education in New Mexico Since the American Occupation" (master's thesis, University
of New Mexico, 1940); Lucius E. Buck, "An Inquiry into the History of Presbyterian
Education Missions in New Mexico" (master's thesis, University of Southern California,
1949); Fred M. Bacon,"Contributions of Catholic Religious Orders to Public Education
in New Mexico Since the American Occupation" (master's thesis, University of New
Mexico, 1947).
12. Arrell M. Gibson, The Santa Fe and Taos Colonies: Age of the Muses, 1900-1942
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1983); Van Deren Coke, Taos and Santa Fe: The
Artist Environment, 1882-1942 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1963);
Blanche C. Grant, When Old Trails Were New: The Story of Taos (New York: Press of the
Pioneers, 1934). See also James M. Gaither, "A Return to the Village: A Study of Santa
Fe and Taos as Cultural Centers, 1900-1934" (doctoral dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1958).
13. Patricia C. Armstrong, A Portrait of Bronson Cutting Through His Papers, 1910-
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The Otero era thus was significant in the interaction of cultures
that were important in the evolution of New Mexico. These years saw
the mixing of peoples, rapid economic growth, cultural development,
and the fusion of Hispanic, Indian, and American political and legal
systems. It could be argued that this was one of the most pivotal periods
in New Mexico's long history, extending over more than three centuries. Indeed, even if viewed solely in the context of the twentieth
century, it deserves recognition as one of the crucial eras in the state's
development. Perhaps historians will give it the attention it deserves.

1927 (Albuquerque: Department of Government, University of New'Mexico, 1959); Richard Lowitt is currently at work on a full-scale biography of Bronson M. Cutting. See
also Gustav L. Seligman, "The Political Career of Senator Bronson M. Cutting" (doctoral
dissertation, University of Arizona, 1967); Frank D. Reeve, History of New Mexico, 3 vols.
(New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Company, 1961), 2:362; Robert W. Larson, "The
Profile of a New Mexico Progressive," New Mexico Historirol Review 45 (July 1970), 23344; Howard R. Lamar, The Far Southwest, 1846-1912: A Territorial History (New Haven,
Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1966), 495-96. See also an older study by Ernest B.
Fincher, "The Spanish-Americans as a Political Factor in New Mexico, 1912-1950" (doctoral dissertation, New York University, 1950).

The Dual World of
Governor Miguel A. Otero:
Myth and Reality in
Turn-of-the-Century New Mexico
MARIA E. MONTOYA

A few years ago my college roommate, a midwesterner who currently
lives in the heart of Manhattan, came to visit me in Albuquerque and
to see the American Southwest for the first time. 1 took her to see the
typical New Mexican attractions that draw so many tourists to the area:
Acoma, Gran Quivira, and the plaza in Santa Fe. While touring Santa
Fe, we emerged from the Palace of the Governors, crossing the street
to sit in the plaza park when my friend looked across the square and
commented, "Why in the world would the city of Santa Fe allow that
tacky Woolworth's to stay on this beautiful plaza?" I shrugged, said I
also could not imagine why, and continued on with our tour, proudly
showing her the trendy art galleries and the ever-so-chic boutiques
that now clog the heart of Santa Fe.
That evening, troubled by her question, I began to think about
why Woolworth's continues to do business on the plaza. I then remembered one summer of my childhood in the early 1970s when I
visited my grandparents, who worked at the McCurdy Mission School
in Santa Cruz. At the end of the work week we made what seemed a
Maria E. Montoya received a bachelor:s degree in history from Yale University and
has completed work toward a master's degree at the University of New Mexico. She is
currently a doctoral candidate in history at Yale University, where she is writing her
dissertation on patronism in New Mexico, 1848 to 1950.
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horrendously long trip to Santa Fe to do weekly shopping. We came
directly to the plaza and picked up necessary; household items from
the various d~partment stores that then served the community. The
best part of the day, however, was our last stop at that same Woolworth's, where my cousin and I frantically scanned the over-stuffed
aisles, filled with clothes, toys, and candy. We finally agreed on our
treat and picked out matching lime-green polyester outfits and were
also treated to an "leee" by my grandparents. That evening while my
friend and I recovered from our sight-seeing tour, it occurred to me
that twenty years ago the Santa Fe Plaza still served its original historical purpose. It was not the modern-day tourist attraction that exists
today, filled with shops, museums, and over-priced restaurants. Rather,
the plaza served as a regional community center where local people
came to purchase and sell everyday necessities for their families.
In the 1980s, the plaza ceased serving New Mexicans as a local
gathering spot, and now instead serves as a tourist attraction that
admittedly generates much-needed income for local residents. If we
look at the Santa Fe Plaza in its historical context, however, Woolworth's seems not so out of place. Rather, the new tourist attractions
done in the "Santa Fe style" do not belong on the plaza. City planners
have replaced practical and mundane stores with the mythical images
of what outsiders wantto see in New Mexico. Unfortunately, the idealized images of a glorious Spanish past that tourist bureaus use to
draw outside dollars often lead New Mexicans to misinterpret their
history.
The boosters of the Southwest, and especially of New Mexico,
create such an appealing mythical image of the area that it becomes
difficult to discern fact from fiction. In fact, New Mexicans also have
begun to believe the rhetoric and continually fail to solve the real
problems that face the community. For example, today New Mexico
possesses the image of an isolated and primitive country where overworked and uptight Texans, Californians, and New Yorkers can retreat
to find breath-taking sunsets, clean air, and a relaxed environment
where all worldly cares remain miles away. Do these same people who
come to escape the realities of the outside world also realize that New
Mexico receives more dollars than almost any other state from a Washington-based federal government? Not only does the state depend on
federal government expenditures, but these expenditures have not solved
New Mexico's persistent poverty: New Mexico ranks forty-fifth among
the states in per capita income. Do the same people who picture northern New Mexico as the last vestige of uncomplicated rural life realize
that the majority of these people depend on state and federal govern-
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ment jobs; particularly the Los Alamos labs-not sheep raising or subsistence agriculture--to sustain themselves and their families? These
questions are not meant to criticize those who visit New Mexico in
search of something beautiful and unique, nor do they suggest the
passing of a golden era. Rather, these questions point out that New
Mexic<;> is not as exotic as its boosters try to portray. Clearly, the dichotomy between the reality and myths that people want to believe
about New Mexico is not merely a product of the 1980s, but finds its
roots in the "discovery" of New Mexico and has remained a constant
throughout the region's history. 1
From the sixteenth century when Francisco Vasquez de Coronado
desperately searched for the mythical Seven Cities of Cibola until the
nineteenth century when Josiah Gregg and other eastern Americans
set out across the Santa Fe Trail to find their fortune, travelers and
inhabitants alike created myths about New Mexico's riches. Their visions, however, never quite matched the reality of the harsh and seemingly barren environment they found. Coronado returned to Mexico
City mortified because he had spent years roaming what was later
called the "Great American Desert" and found nothing that compared
to the riches of Mexico. And while the Santa Fe Trail opened up vast'
trading markets for American entrepreneurs, they were troubled by
the apparently primitive and backward population and balked at viewing them as equals. Nevertheless, territorial boosters such as Governor
L. Bradford Prince, Thomas B. Catron, and Thomas B. Elkins persevered in touting New Mexico's resources and hoped to portray the
territory and its inhabitants as worthy of statehood and full U.S. citizenship.2
1. Carey McWilliams warned against and criticized those who created such a "fantasy heritage" and engaged in propagating the myth of a glorious Spanish past. He saw
the repudiation of the Mexican-Indian past in exchange for the over-glorification of the
Hispanic past as a robbing of the Mexican-American's heritage and history. McWilliams
wrote, "When one examines how deeply this fantasy heritage has permeated the social
and cultural life of the borderlands, the dichotomy begins to assume the proportions of
a schizophrenic mania." As this paper will show, although many men and women in
New Mexico propagated this Spanish myth, Miguel Otero was one of its most vigorous
propagators. Carey McWilliams, North from Mexico: The Spanish-Speaking People of the
United States (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1968), 36.
2. Regarding the earliest mythologizing of the area, see David J. Weber, "Fray
Marcos de Niza and the Historians," Myth and the History of the Hispanic Southwest (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988), 19-32. For the earliest account of
the Santa Fe Trail trade, see Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies (New York: H. G.
Langley, 1844). The earliest account of an Anglo woman's experience by Susan Shelby
Magoffin expressed her many misconceptions and mythologies about the country's in-
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The wide chasm between myth and reality, however, was most
striking at the tum of the century just as Miguel Antonio Otero came
of political age. Boosterism, spearheaded in 1880 by the coming of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, combined with New Mexico's
healthy climate and the emerging artist colonies of Taos and Santa Fe
to give New Mexico a reputation as a haven for businessmen, health
seekers, and artists. One promoter heralded New Mexico's healing
powers by trumpeting: "Albuquerque is one of the cities of the west
that is so openly, so rampantly healthy, so gloriously deluged with
vivifying sunshine and purified with healing breezes that it invites
with open arms the sick and ailing to enter its portals." By 1910 the
"lungers," as local residents called the tuberculosis patients, spent $2.5
million annually, thus making Senator Holm Bursum's earlier wishes
come true: "The health and life giving qualities of our climate is [sic]
one of our greatest resources.... Could this be generally known through
our country it would attract many persons suffering from physical
ailments who would naturally bring with them their money, something
that New Mexico is desirous of obtaining."3 This touting of New Mexico's healthy climate, combined with the influx of eastern writers and
artists, such as D. H. Lawrence, Ernest Blumenschein, and the Taos
Society of Artists who saw primitive, yet romantic visions in New
Mexico's landscape, gave New Mexico a magical, almost supernatural
reputation.
The reality of New Mexico at the tum of the century, however,
often shocked these new arrivals, as Mabel Dodge Luhan's experience
illustrated. As she stepped off the train in Lamy, Luhan noticed that
"a delicious odor of incense struck me vividly. It was nearly the best
habitants. See Magoffin, Down the Santa Fe Trail and into Mexico: The Diary of Susan ShellJy
Magoffin 184fr.-1847, ed. Stella M. Drumm (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982).
For a more general account of the Santa Fe Trail, see Marc Simmons, On the Santa Fe
Trail (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1986). Thomas B. Catron and Stephen B.
Elkins are better known for their exploits after they came across the trail. Both young
men were from Missouri and arrived after the Civil War to set up a law firm, and later
both rose to politiCal office and prestige. For a discussion of Catron and Elkins and their
involvement in the Santa Fe Ring, see Howard Roberts Lamar, The Far Southwest, 18461912: A Territorial History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 136-70 passim, and
Robert W. Larson, New Mexico's Quest for Statehood, 184fr.-1912 (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1968), 135-47. Regarding one of the territory's earliest boosters,
see Maria E. Montoya, "L. Bradford Prince: The Education of a Gilded-Age Politician,"
New Mexico Historical Review 66 (April 1991), 179-201.
3. Marc Simmons, Albuquerque: A Narrative History (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1982), 243; Michael Welsh, "Frontier in Academe: The University of New
Mexico, 1889-1989," unpublished manuscript, chapter 4, p. 37.
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smell I had ever had in my life. These smells are alive [and] one could
live in this country for them." As she settled into the day-to-day life
of New Mexican accommodations and Santa Fe's best hotel, however,
she changed her mind. "My thoughts were all in turmoil at the unexpectedness of everything," she said, "to be left standing on a dark
street in front of a mud hovel that I had to enter and sleep in. I could
hardly believe it was true. So this was the Southwest!"4 The romanticism of outsiders' imagination who expected to see the plaza lined
with noble savages rarely matched their actual experience once they
arrived and saw the day-to-day problemsthat afflicted the pueblos and
Hispano villages.
The apex of New Mexican boosterism came in the flurry of activity
between the arrival of the railroad and the attainment of statehood in
1912. As historian Sarah Deutsch asserted in No Separate Refuge, the
"developments of these years, 1880 to 1914, set for at least the next
four decades the basic lines of contact and conflict in the region."s In
the midst of this time frame, Miguel Antonio Otero, New Mexico's
first and only Hispano territorial governor, achieved this high office
and became the leader of the Republican party in the state. (Often the
two were not synonymous in New Mexico territorial politics.) Howard
Lamar suggests that Governor Otero was the "fusion of two cultures
and two ways of life," meaning the fusion of Anglo and Hispanic
cultures. 6 Otero, however, also fused the outside world of eastern
interests with the inside world of New Mexican politics, economics,
and culture. Otero utilized the tools ofboosterism and further widened
the chasm between myth and reality. Unlike present-day boosters,
however, Otero emphasized not the differences between allegedly exotic New Mexico and the rest of the United States, but instead emphasized, if not fabricated, similarities between New Mexicans and the
majority Anglo population of the midwestern and eastern United States.
New Mexico entered the twentieth century as a racially diverse
region with Anglos, Hispanos, Native Americans, and a few African
Americans. 7 As will become clear, class distinctions often were based
4. Mabel Dodge Luhan, Edge of Taos Desert: An Escape to Reality (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, and Company, 1937), 14-16.
. 5. Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic
Frontier in the American Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987),
13.
6. Lamar, Far Southwest, 198.
7. From 1880 to 1920, the population of the territory more than doubled from 160,000
to 360,000. The vast increase in population was largely due to economic· expansion and
low cost travel opportunities brought by the arrival of the railroad. Although the pop-
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Miguel A. Otero (in top hat) during inaugural parade in Las Vegas, New
Mexico, on June 14, 1897. Photograph courtesy of the Center for Southwest
Research, General Library, University of New Mexico.

on race, and in general New Mexico's ethnic communities lived in
poverty while there existed a small top-echelon of wealthy individuals.
When Otero entered the office of governor, New Mexico needed a
leader who could bring reform to the region in the general areas of
education, race relations, and economic development.
ulation in general increased 125 percent, the African American population increased
more rapidly: almost 200 percent over the same period, and they tended to congregate
in the counties of Grant (mostly in Deming where they worked for the railroad) and
Bernalillo (because of Albuquerque). The reasons for this migration, like most other
questions about the contributions of African Americans to the American West, have not
been answered, so the economic and cultural role of African Americans in New Mexico
is still a wide open field for historians. On the other hand, the Native-American population increased only 30 percent in this time period, and again no sufficient answers
explain this phenomenon. Historians have focused on cultural and social aspects of the
Pueblos (very little scholarship exists on the Navajos and Apaches) to the detriment of
understanding their economic position in relation to the majority of the population.
Finally, the Asian-American population in New Mexico remained extremely small at
around 400 persons with a population increase of only 13 percent over the thirty-year
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To President William McKinley, Otero appeared to be just the man
for the job of ushering this territory into the twentieth century as well
as into the bosom of statehood. Although Otero's Hispano background
appealed to McKinley, who touted "home rule for the territories,"
Otero, a well-traveled and sophisticated man, understood the political
workings of the federal government, and this political experience must
have also caught McKinley's eye. Otero's Hispano father and Anglo
mother gave him a mixed background and consequently aunique perspective on New Mexico's place in the Union. His eastern education
and upbringing, combined with his personal exp~rience in dealing with
New Mexico's local problems, likewise allowed him to toe the precarious line between the conflicting worlds of the New Mexican Hispano
establishment and the Yankee newcomers. Otero himself claimed no
important differences existed between the two cultures, and in 1905
he wrote, "I make no distinction between what you term 'American'
and 'Natives.' I believe we are all Americans and I very much dislike
to have any distinction made in this particular."B
One example of how his dual-cultural background affected his
decisions came in 1900 when the recently burned down capitol building
in Santa Fe needed to be rebuilt. Rather than reconstructing the building in the traditional Pueblo style that would have blended in with the
surrounding city buildings, Otero instead pushed for the "more tasteful
modern classical style" for the new capitol. Otero understood how
easterners and, more particularly, how the federal government measured progress, and how they perceived New Mexico. By using the
neoclassical form, Otero could show how New Mexicans' tastes had
progressed beyond the mud hovels associated with the primitive, Indian culture to a more "civilized" notion of governmental architecture
that mimicked the Greeks. Otero's ability to understand outside Anglo
perceptions compelled him to continue a propaganda campaign that
such political precursors as L. Bradford Prince had begun in the late
1880s in order to convince other states that New Mexico was not culperiod. Report on the Population of the United States at the 11th Census: 1890 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1895), 1:2, 422, 576; Report on the Population of the
United States at the 12th Census: 1900 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Census Office, 1902), 1:629;
Report on thefopulation of the United States at the 13th Census: 1910 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1914), supplement for New Mexico, 582; Report on the Population of the United States at the 14th Census: 1920 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1924), 1:664.
8. M. A. Otero to Juan C. Jaramillo, January 26, 1905, frame 108, reel 146, Territorial
Archives of New Mexico Microfilm (hereafter cited as TANM).
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turally isolated from the rest of the United States and thus ready to
enter their fold. 9
How Otero dealt with his ethnicity has always been a troubling
question for historians. Clearly, outsiders associated Otero with the
Hispano population of the territory. After Otero's reappointment to
the governorship, A. C. Campbell, a Washingtonian, wrote the governor, "You are looked upon as a leader of an advanced movement
among the Native race in New Mexico." Offering well-meaning advice,
the man continued, "The hardest thing to combat is that the 'Mexicans,'
as the native race is termed, is [sic] not in harmony with American
ideas."lO Although Campbell identified Otero with New Mexican Hispanos, he qualified his compliment by stipulating that Otero was only
the leader of the "advanced movement" of Hispanos eager to become
a part of the American tradition. Otero himself often used the pejorative term "Native" to describe his fellow New Mexicans. Whereas
outsiders might have identified Otero with New Mexican Hispanos,
some Hispanos within the state questioned his ethnic loyalty. When
the Las Vegas Independent complained that Otero ignored old Republican
families, more specifically the Pereas, Lunas, Chavezes, and the Romeros, Otero denied the charge of racism from the influential Hispano
newspaper and accused the periodical of petty partisan politics. However, of his first nine county appointees to Rio Arriba County, which
possessed an overwhelming majority of Hispanos, Otero appointed
eight Anglos. Balancing his national party and his local ethnic loyalties
created many problems for the governor. 11
New Mexico's participation in the Spanish-American War, especially the sending of troops, placed Governor Otero in a racially and
politically precarious position. Otero touted the role of New Mexicans
in the Spanish-American War as a glorious chapter in the annals of
New Mexico's history when her boys rose up, revealed their American
patriotism, and volunteered to join Theodore Roosevelt and his Rough
Riders to rid the Caribbean of the tyrannical Spanish threat. Yet the
evidence from the muster rolls of that war suggest that few Hispanos
volunteered to take up that call. How did Governor Otero balance the
problem of low Hispano turn-out for the volunteer ranks with his desire
9. Miguel Antonio Otero, My Nine Years as Governor, 1897-1906 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1940), 72.
10. A. C. Campbell to Otero, January 17, 1901, box 1, archive 21, Otero Papers,
Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
n. Otero, My Nine Years, 11, 20.
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to prove to President McKinley that New Mexico's loyalties were linked
with its American protector and not with its Spanish past?
Some outspoken outsiders and a few paranoid New Mexicans
claimed that the Hispanos of the territory sympathized with their Spanish ancestors and were undermining the United 5tat~' war effort. The
New York Times said, "Reports from New Mexico are to the effect that,
as a rule, the Spanish-speaking part of the population has given all its
sympathy to Spain during the whole course of the war ... and has
demonstrated, as freely as its members dared, a deep hostility to American ideas and American policies."12 Given the jingoistic rhetoric that
pervaded U.S. foreign policy at the turn of the century, New Mexico,
with its "un-American" population, was seen as a threat rather than
as an ally with the United States. The journalist, moreover, believed
the cause of New Mexicans' "semi-traitorous" attitudes could be found
in their unenlightened school system that continued to teach lessons
in Spanish. According to the Times, only a population that spoke English and forsook their Spanish and Mexican heritage could be considered trustworthy American citizens.
Against this backdrop of racism and fear of Hispanos as tin-American, Miguel Otero created his own propaganda about New Mexico's
loyalties. In response to these charges from outsiders, Otero told the
New York World: "New Mexico will furnish, as she did during the war
of the rebellion, more men in proportion to her population, .than any
other state or territory in the union; a large majority of her soldiers are
Spanish-speaking and are as loyal to this country as any New England
troops." Otero attempted to allay the racial fears of easterners who saw
no resemblance between themselves and New Mexicans. Otero consciously played down New Mexico's differences to ease outside racist
fears. To punctuate his beliefs about New Mexico's loyalty, Otero wrote
R. A. Alger, secretary of war, that "in case of hostilities, New Mexico
tenders you a full regiment of cavalry, 95% Spanish-speaking."13
Even though Otero promised such a regiment, few Hispanos registered with the Rough Riders. In a New Mexican unit of 340 menthe single largest contribution of any state or territory to the Rough
Riders-only 12 men with Spanish surnames enlisted. In Maximiliano
Luna's Company of 125 men, 103 came from New Mexico but only one
other Hispano besides Luna, Sergeant George Armijo, joined, and Otero
had appointed both of these men. Furthermore, in the U.S. Voluntary
12. New York Times, editorial, August 24, 1898, p. 6.
13. Otero, My Nine Years, 36, 38.
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Captain Maximiliano Luna, First U.s.
Vol. Cavalry. Photograph courtesy
of the Center for Southwest Research, General Library, University
of New Mexico.

Infantry from New Mexico, of 412 men only 6 percent were Hispano,
and all but 3 of these men came from Santa Fe or Las Vegas. 14
Overall Otero mobilized few Hispanos; and nearly all came from
urban centers whose families were more prosperous and considered
ricos. The governor appointed only his brother, Page Otero, and Maximiliano Luna, a close friend, as officers; the other appointees were all
Anglo colleagues. Although Otero claimed that New Mexican Hispanos
equaled their eastern counterparts in loyalty and supported the war
effort, in reality only a few Hispanos from the upper classes heeded
his call. Probably the language barrier and apathy, rather than disloyalty, accounted for the relatively low turnout of Hispano troops. Even
though research on this question has not been extensive, Otero's pervasive historical myth about New Mexicans' participation should not
remain unchallenged.
Several internal problems facing the territory added to Otero's
dilemma in combating outsiders' negative impressions of New Mexico.
For example, Otero's rhetoric about race relations and education, like
his rhetoric about Hispano participation in the Spanish-American War,
did not address the real problems facing those hoping to educate a
14. Admittedly, looking at Spanish surnames is not the best method for determining
ethnicity; however, New Mexico used this method prior to the 1960 census when Hispanic New Mexicans finally had an option to choose within the categories of "White."
Muster Rolls, Records of the Adjunct General, 1847-1911, frames 725-30, reel 87, TANM.
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multicultural population. When the University of New Mexico opened
its doors in 1892, for instance, few New Mexico students were prepared
academically to enter college. IS Consequently, the university began as
an advanced high school and normal school, preparing its students for
university courses. By 1900, however, Otero and University President
Clarence Herrick believed they had solved the problem. Herrick wrote
to the administration that "the youth of New Mexico are not less capable
or less ambitious than their comrades in older colleges. . . . The'steady
advance of the native people are [sic] now reaching a point where they
are able tq take advantage of the opportunities offered by UNM."I6
Otero elaborated further on New Mexico's well-educated population
in his 1902 report to the secretary of the.interior saying, "This population of Spanish or Mexican descent is well scattered throughout the
territory, but is rapidly assimilating with the newcomers from the states,
especially in and around the towns and cities, where the splendid
public school facilities are contributing much to this result.,,17 Generally
Otero had paid attention to the New York Times' earlier criticism and
wanted the federal government to see the public school system as an
effective agent for assimilation and for preparing the population for
statehood. In reality, however, the school system was an underfundeq
breeding ground for oppressive racism and segregation that merely ..,
reflected society's attitudes and did little to create interethnic and intercultural understanding.
15. In 1900, of the approximately 70,000 schOOl-age children in New Mexico, only
29,000 or 41 percent attended school, including those who may have gone for only a
month or two of every year. Compare this attendance with that in the state of Colorado,
which was able to educate 60 percent of its school-age population, and one can see that
New Mexico had its work cut out if it were to catch up with its neighbor to the north.
Virtually no statistical differences existed in school attendance rates between females,
males, whites, or blacks, suggesting that education was a low priority on most New
Mexicans' list, regardless of gender or race. Unfortunately, no existing measure tests
the economic background of school attendees. Finally, although more of a federal than
a territorial concern, in 1910 only 24 percent of Native-American children attended
school, as compared to the 41 percent of the rest of the population, thus illustrating that
Native Americans suffered more than other New Mexicans from the lack of a coherent
educational program. As a result of New Mexico's pathetic educational system almost
24 percent of the population was illiterate, including 15,500 voting-age males. This fact,
combined with the bilingual nature of New Mexico's voting population, made abuses
at the polls a yearly occurrence since ill-intentioned politicians often misled and manipulated voters. Report of the 12th Census, 2:232, 352, 353, 358, 359, 362, 378; Report of the
13th Census, supplement for New Mexico, 582, 583.
16. Clarence Herrick to Manuel Cabeza de Baca, Superintendent of Public Instruction, November 1989, as cited in Welsh, chapter 4, p. 47.
17. Miguel Otero, Report of the Governor to the Secretary of the Interior, 1902, frame 10,
reel 149, TANM.
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Emblematic of the schooling problems was Eddy County, which
ran one of the most overtly racist institutions in the territory. In 1903,
J. Francisco Chavez, New Mexico superintendent of schools, wrote to
M.·P. Kerr, superintendent for Eddy County, to complain that the town
of Florence used separate and unequal schools for Anglos and Hispanos. Although Anglo children attended school on an average between eight to ten months, their Hispano counterparts attended only
an average of three months. Furthermore, Anglo children attended
classes in an established school house with a full-time teacher, but
Hispano children met wherever they could find a space; and their
teachers were transient school mistresses who constantly looked for
more stable positions. Moreover, financial hardship did not explain
the segregation and unequal schools, for the territory funded both
schools equally, and Eddy County suffered from no overt financial
difficulty. Chavez believed that the only possible reason for the discrepancies was the racist attitude of Kerr and the Anglo citizens of
Eddy County. Chavez warned Kerr that he violated territorial law and
that he must remedy the situation as quickly as possible.I 8
Two weeks later, Chavez reported to the concerned governor that
Kerr had promised that the problem would be corrected. Kerr assured
the territorial government that the racism in the county "was apparent
but real"-an ironic oxymoron that did not clarify matters. Kerr added
that "no desire [existed] on the part of Americans to exclude Mexicans.... We are anxious to educate them equally with the children
of other nationalities and races." To the contrary, the inaccurate terms
of Americans and Mexicans to describe Anglos and Hispanos revealed
that Kerr and his ilk were no less prejudiced than they had been a
month earlier. Nevertheless, Chavez let the matter drop quietly and
took Kerr at his word. Chavez wrote Otero that "this incident is so
odious and so damaging to our reputation" that he would keep it quiet
and hope that the situation resolved itself. I9
Unfortunately, it did not, and Eddy County continued its racist
practices. Four years later, after Otero had left office, a complaint appeared again in the territorial records about the overt racism in Eddy
County. The letter cited the historical problems and complained that
the Otero territorial government had done little to remedy the situation. 2o Eddy County, however, was not the only area that faced these
18. J. F. Chavez to M. P. Kerr, September 11,1903, frames 127-29, reel 66, TANM.
19. J. F. Chavez to M. A. Otero, October 1, 1903, frames 636-37, reel 136, TANM.
20. A. Gallegos to C. S. Cramer, September 21, 1909, frame 565, reel 136, TANM.
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problems: the entire territory suffered. Because of the lack of teachers
capable of teaching a bilingual population, only three high schools in
1905 could prepare students to enter UNM. Furthermore, in Rio Arriba
County in 1912, seven districts with a sufficient school age population
had no schools, and nine-tenths of existing schools met for three months
or less. Finally, in 1912, the year of statehood, only seven of the eightyseven New Mexico high school graduates were Hispano even though
relatively equal numbers of Hispano and Anglo children attended
schooJ.21 Otero, although concerned outwardly about how illiteracy
and the lack of an English-speaking assimilated population looked to
the outside world, seemed less concerned with how the lack of a successful educational policy affected New Mexicans in their daily lives.
Governor Otero also thought that he needed to placate outsiders'
hostility to New Mexican morals (or lack thereof) as well as to New
Mexican education. Toward this end he quoted at length an article
from National Magazine about New Mexico's gentler sex in his Report
to the Secretary of the Interior in 1902:
The womanhood of New Mexico is superb. It has come up through
the bubblings of the crucible of pioneer life to the threshold of a
fine civilization, undaunted, unconquered, unspotted. Husbands,
brothers, sweethearts have gone out into the glare of the plains,
to the fastnesses [sic] of the mountains, to battle with Apache and
desperado, or to fall in the Spanish-American War, and they have
waited in the'dobe, by the poplar, or back of the barred door, and
held the children and home for the wanderers. 22
According to this idealized account of American frontier conditions,
women patiently waited in their homes for their menfolk to return
from their exploits in taming wild Indians, desperados, or imperialist
Spaniards. Women acted not as conquerors or actors, but were expected
to keep within the confines of the home and maintain it in the same
manner that men expected from their more civilized womenfolk back
East. "True" women survived frontier conditions and maintained home
and family as examples of an idealized Victorian womanhood.
Otero saw women as civilizing influences adding a genteel touch
to Santa Fe society, and he used this glorification of New Mexican
womanhood to support his gubernatorial goal of achieving statehood.
21. Welsh, Frontier in Academe, chap. 4, p. 20; Deutsch, No Separate Refuge, 69.
22. Otero, Governor's Report, 1902, "Tribute to New Mexico Womanhood," frames
528-29, reel 149, TANM.
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"These women desire statehood," he wrote, and statehood "will unlock
the gates of commerce, it will give stability to local securities, will
provide a certainty of social order and progress that Territorial government can never give."23 Otero thought that if New Mexico could
boast of a civilized society that mirrored the experiences of Anglo eastto-west settlement across the Great Plains and California, then New
Mexico would make a more acceptable state in the Union. Otero, however, referred only to the women of the "white territory" who could
bring American civility to the barbaric world of the pue"los and Hispano villages; he did not feel so strongly about the abilities of the
women of the "native" races.
Despite Otero's propaganda of a civilized, Americanized territory
ready for statehood, New Mexico had all the vices common to its
neighbors and characteristic of an unsettled community. Otero himself
said in his later memoirs that early territorial "New Mexico was located
so as to receive backwash from two streams." From both the west
(particularly California) and the east (particularly Texas), "New Mexico
became a sort of catch-basin for this type" of vice. 24 In 1907, Albuquerque alone did a $15 million annual business in gambling. Despite
its lucrative nature, the New Mexico territorial legislature outlawed
the activity because they feared it would damage New Mexico's chances
for attaining statehood. One journalist, nevertheless, commented that,
"all western towns are vicious but none of them flaunt their vice so
openly as Albuquerque."25
Not unexpectedly in a territory part boomtown and part backwater, not all of New Mexico's female population lived as virtuously
as Otero stated in his governor's report. The high rate of prostitution
as well as the large percentage of women who worked outside the
home revealed a society antithetical to Victorian ideals of family life. 26
23. Ibid.
24. Miguel Antonio Otero, My Life on the Frontier, 1864-1882 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987), 181.
25. Simmons, Albuquerque, 287-89.
26. The sexual ratio among Anglos, Hispanos, and Native Americans was relatively
even, suggesting a stable nuclear family, or at least the opportunity for one. Among
African and Asian Americans, however, the ratio was extremely one sided. For instance,
in 1900 the ratio of African-American men to women was almost 2 to 1, and by 1920
the situation was even worse with a ratio of 4 to 1. While the imbalance among Asian
Americans, whose male-to-female ratio went from 42 to 1 to 6 to 1 during this fortyyear period from 1880 to 1920, corrected itself more rapidly, their actual ratio remained
the worst in the territory. One explanation for these imbalanced sex ratios might be that
in both groups men were coming to New Mexico in search of economic opportunities
the railroad created but were unable to make a sufficient living to attract women as wives
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At the turn of the century, the Santa Fe District Court noticed the
increasing number of "bawdy houses" appearing in the territory. The
courts prosecuted these houses of prostitution not because of their
activities .per se, but because these women practiced their trade within .
700 feet of a public institution, particularly the Catholic Church, the
Spanish and African Methodist Episcopal Churches, and Grey's Opera
House. Apparently, the government tolerated the trade as long as it
remained out of the sight of respectable people.
In two ways, these houses of prostitution did not fit Otero's ideal
notions of Victorian womanhood. Not only were the houses of ill repute
out of the mainstream for proper Santa Feans who looked askance at
such vice, but the houses were also one of the few businesses women
owned or managed. A number of women, for instance Ruth B. Clayton,
Bertha Springer, and Fannie Armstrong, owned or managed their own
houses of prostitution, suggesting that turn-of-the-century prostitution
remained under the control of women rather than under male pimps.
Furthermore, no cases between 1900 and 1908 indicated male ownership of brothels; either men were not interested in running "houses of
assignation," or the government did not prosecute men for their role
in encouraging prostitution. Nevertheless, despite Otero's denials, enterprising if fallen women filled a void and met the unsavory desires..
of Santa Fe's men. 27
Although prostitution may have been the most lucrative femaledominated profession, women's opportunities for employment outside
of the home were not limited to prostitution. In the northern New
Mexico villages, Hispano women worked within their homes as well
as outside laboring as farmers, seamstresses, and midwives, and they
valued their tasks equally with those of the husbands. Not everyone,
and create a stable family life for their community. The uneven sex ratio for parts of
New Mexico's population suggests a frontier environment that had not been sufficiently
opened for family settlement. Although two proposed territorial laws, which outlawed
interracial co-habitation and marriage, were defeated in 1899 and 1909, a deep prejudice
against assimilation between the races' still existed, thus further limiting minorities'
ability to create a family life. Report of the 12th Census, 1:568, 572, 593, 599, 667; Report of
the 14th Census, 1:668; House Bill #105, 1899, frame 612, reel 13; House Bill #143, 1909,
frame 1110, reel 20,. TANM.
27. Santa Fe County, District Court Records, 3367, 3575, 3583, 3605, 3606, 3612, and
3614, held in the State Records and Archives Center, Santa Fe, New Mexico. The briefest
perusal of these District Court Records reveals them a fascinating source for documenting
a certain group of women's experiences in tum-of-the-century Santa Fe. Someone should
utilize these records to give a more accurate and detailed view of this subject, like the
very good work by Paula Petrick, No Step Backward: Women and Family on the Rocky
Mountain Mining Frontier, Helena, Montana, 1865-1900 (Helena: Montana State Historical
Society, 1988).
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however, credited these women with the value of their work. In a most
telling story, Sarah Deutsch notes how different ethnicities and the two
genders viewed the value of labor. In Rio Arriba County in the 1910
census male and Anglo female enumerators noted that only 10 percent
of Hispano females held occupations. However, schoolteacher and enumerator, Sophie Archuleta, whose mother was a seamstress and her
sister a farm laborer, found that 72 or 100 women in Rio Arriba County
possessed occupations. 28 Since different cultures placed different values
upon labor, historians must be careful about how they interpret such
statistics. Obviously, Governor Otero's rhetoric about New Mexico
womanhood reflected neither the seamier side of exploited prostitutes
nor the day-to-day difficulty of raising a family and keeping a farm,
the work that engaged the majority of New Mexico women.
Through his portrayal of New Mexico as a patriotic, well-educated,
and genteel society, Otero tried to assure statehood as well as to lure
businessmen, health seekers, and tourists. In his governor's report to
the secretary of the interior, Otero wrote in 1903: "Indeed, it may be
truthfully admitted that there is not a jurisdiction over which floats
the U.s. flag that is today more prosperous or that is making more
progressive strides in all human endeavors." Otero knew that potential
eastern and midwestern businessmen and immigrants read the report
and used it as a source of information about the area's prospects.
Consequently, although extremely thorough, Otero was more interested in appealing to outsiders than in conveying the truth. His report
in 1905 included a section entitled "The Land of Opportunities" with
special subsections that described prospects for the Capitalist, Manufacturer, Miner, Health Seeker, and Tourist. For example, under the
"Businessman" he wrote, "There is probably not another Commonweath [sic] which has recorded so few failures during the past decade,
and in but few other sections have so many merchants advanced from
a small beginning to affluence.,,29 Similarly, each section described the
many opportunities that awaited the immigrant, and the unsuspecting
reader might believe that prosperity and resources abounded in the
territory.
Yet, severe class differences, often based on race, kept most New
Mexicans from reaping the wealth of this "Land of Opportunity." Historians Sarah Deutsch in No Separate Refuge and William deBuys in
Enchantment and Exploitation delineate the class structure and uneven
distribution of wealth in the territory during this time period. Both
writers point out that between the arrival of the Atchison, Topeka and
28. Deutsch, No Separate Refuge, 54.
29. Otero, Report of the Governor, 1905, frame 874, reel 149.
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Santa Fe Railroad and the advent of the Great Depression, the wagelabor market expanded and Anglo merchants increasingly extended
credit to Hispanos. Although this practice allowed Hispano families to
purchase "necessary luxuries" (i.e., wood stoves and farm tools), it
also placed them in debt to Anglos who controlled the vast majority
of the investment capital in the territory. Many villagers in 1902 "who
lived on credit all year at the store" found themselves in financial
trouble when the value of their. crops could not cover the amount of
credit extended to them. This shortfall resulted in loss of property or
additional credit at higher rates, as well as loss of autonomy within
the community. 30
The rise of the Bond family in Espanola best illustrates this emerging economic relationship. Sheep raising traditionally had been a means
of subsistence living for the villages of northern New Mexico, with the
proceeds used for barter with neighbors. The Bond family, however,
used the incoming railroad and o'utside capital to turn sheep ranching
into a big business and to provide them access to larger markets. Whereas
the' Bonds profited from their endeavors, most Hispanos in the community failed to improve their situation. In 1890 the Bonds extended
$10,250 in credit to local families. Moreover, by 1900 they increased
that amount more than five times, purchased wool from all ofthe local
ranchers, and expanded their influence into Colorado. As a result, the
Bond family not only controlled the price of sheep and wool for the
local market, and then sold their goods at market rates in the open
market, but they also opened a store that extended credit to local
families. Consequently, at the turn of the century the Bond family for
all intents and purposes controlled the sheep economy of the Espanola
valley. Although new opportunities surfaced for outsiders like the Bonds
to acquire capital and land, these opportunities did not open up to
everyone. Class and racial differences took their toll on the ethnic
population of the rural areas of New Mexico. 31
Since Governor Miguel Otero's boosting of New Mexico did not
always relay a true picture of the territory, his motives deserve further
examination. A savvy and consummate politician, Otero loved New
Mexico and felt it was his home. Bound by the political reality offederal
dominance in a territorial system, Otero had to cultivate the loyalty of
Presidents William McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt. Otero said of
30. Deutsch, No Separate Refuge, 30; William deBuys, Enchantment and Exploration:
The Life and Hard Times of a New Mexico Mountain Range (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1985).
31. Deutsch, No Separate Refuge, 22; deBuys, Enchantment and Exploitation, 185.
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his friendship with McKinley, "It exercised a decisive influence upon
my future, and it was undoubtedly this friendship with William McKinley which made my political career." For example, when Otero was
first appointed governor, he expressed concern about McKinley's judicial appointments for the territory, but waited to give his opinion
until McKinley asked because Otero thought he "had to tread very
softly and watch [his] step."32
A well-intentioned workaholic, Otero believed that only he could
help New Mexico and set her on the right track to enter successfully
the twentieth century. In his memoirs he wrote,
As New Mexico was only a territory, the welfare of her people
was very dependent on policies decided upon in the national capital. . . . Such being the case, it was clearly my duty to act as a
watchdog and see to it that no damage was done to my people
because of ignorance of the West on the part of eastern Congressmen and Senators and the selfishness of those who were nearer
home. 33
Although he stretched the truth when dealing with outsiders, his memoirs convey his deep sense of obligation to lead the inhabitants of the
state. Reading Otero's memoirs and considering the myriad railroad
passes in his papers forces one to realize the extent of Otero's travel
between Santa Fe and Washington, D.C., as he kept a close eye on
both national and local politicians. The energy he expended on travel
and political maneuverings, however, left him little time to deal effectively with the real social and economic ills that daily faced his territory.
Governor Miguel Otero's experiences of one hundred years ago
provide a useful example for New Mexicans a century later. Otero was
guilty of covering up New Mexico's problems by exaggerating the
territory's similarities with the rest of the United States, but today's
boosters are equally guilty of covering up many of these problems by
asserting New Mexico's uniqueness. Otero's boosterism, the boosterism of assimilation, is better than the boosterism of tourism, if only
because it seeks to fulfill New Mexicans' needs--decent schools, jobs,
and yes, Woolworth's-rather than to cater to the escape fantasies of
outsiders. Today's New Mexicans must guard against believing tourist
propaganda and becoming entrapped in the myth of New Mexico if
they are to solve the many problems that still plague this state. After
one hundred years, New Mexico is still under the control of the federal
32. Otero, My Nine Years as Governor, 1-3.
33. Ibid., 28.
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government-<mly now it is not the territorial system but the military
industrial complex and government contracts. Unfortunately, one hundred years later, problems of classism, racism, and sexism still abound.
One can be hopeful about the future, however. Recall the story at
the beginning of this article, and take a last glimpse at Woolworth's
on the plaza; we should rejoice and, I think, be amazed that Woolworth's .persists and survives amidst the upheaval and renewal that
goes on around it. Woolworth's represents what is necessary, not exotic, in New Mexico-Otero would have approved of a major retailer
on the plaza. As long as the store remains on the plaza it remains a
constant reminder that Woolworth's is more a part of the true history
of the plaza than are the multicolored howling coyotes and the "Santa
Fe style" infesting the display windows of the tourist boutiques.
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A "Star Will Be Added":
Miguel Antonio Otero and the
Struggle for Statehood
CYNTHIA SECOR WELSH

The Northwest Ordinance, adopted by the Federal Congress in 1789,
signified the intention of the United States to expand westward and
annex new regions. The legislation created a system of colonial administration to govern unsettled land possessions and to prepare them
for admission to the Union. Although some historians hailed the ordinimce as "the most successful experiment in the administration of
colonies that the modern world" has witnessed, others revealed two
of its shortcomings, particularly in its application to New Mexico. 1
First, the founding fathers intended the territorial system, as Earl
S. Pomeroy has written, "for a frontier to come rather than for a frontier
in being." From the outset, then, the system was unsuitable for New
Mexico with its ancient Native American societies and its long colonial
history under Spain and Mexico. Second, the territorial system fell
Cynthia Secor Welsh is a public historian who has been researching the Otero family
for a decade. She received a master of arts in history from the University of New Mexico
in 1984.
1. Clarence Carter, "Colonialism in [the] Continental United States," as quoted in
Kenneth N. Owens, "Patterns and Structure in Western Territorial Politics," Western
Historical Quarterly 1 (October 1970), 374; Earl S. Pomeroy,"The Territory as a Frontier
Institution:' Historian 7 (Autumn 1944), 41; Howard Roberts Lamar, The Far Southwest,
1846-1912: A Territorial History (1966; reprint ed. New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1970),
8-10; Lamar, Dakota Territory 1861-1889 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956), 1.
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prey to a policy of "absolute control" by the dominant political party
in the nation's capital. Congressional leaders subordinated territorial

needs to the national political objectives of their party, oftentimes demanding compliance with their policies as a prerequisite for statehood.
These flaws, combined with New Mexico's long-standing economic,
social, and political problems delayed the territory's admission to the
Union for sixty-two years. One man who worked unceasingly to reconcile his native territory's need for statehood with those of his party
and the federal government was Miguel Antonio Otero, the only Hispanic governor of territorial New Mexico. 2
Otero's roots in New Mexico history and politics ran deep. His
grandfather, don Vicente Otero of Valencia served as a judge under
the Spanish and Mexican governments before New Mexico became a
territory in 1850. Likewise, two uncles, one each from his mother's
and father's family, sat as justices on the New Mexico Supreme Court.
More important, Otero's own father, don Miguel Antonio Otero, represented New Mexico as a territorial delegate from 1855 until 1861.
Although the elder Otero retired from politics while Miguel was still
an infant, his "public spirit would not permit him to tum a deaf ear
to any appeal ... coming from his native home, New Mexico."3
Following in the family footsteps, then, the younger Otero, nicknamed Gillie by his family, began his political career in 1883. At the
age of twenty-four, he ran for and was elected clerk for the city of Las
Vegas. Thereafter, he held several public service jobs (including probate
clerk of San Miguel County [1888], county clerk and recorder [1889,
1890], and district court clerk for the Fourth Judicial District [1890-93])
in addition to participating in territorial politics and representing New
Mexico as a delegate to the Republican national conventions of 1892
and 1896. In May 1897, Otero traveled to Washington hoping to be
chosen marshal of the territory, but President William McKinley unexpectedly appointed him governor of New Mexico Territory instead.
In Otero, President McKinley saw not only a man who could please
Hispanic and Anglo residents of the territory, but a young and energetic
politician who would put New Mexico's interests before his own. 4
2. Earl S. Pomeroy, The Territories and the United States, 1861-1890 (1947; reprint ed.
Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1%9), 94; Lamar, Dakota, 1-27, provides a good
synthesis of United States territorial policy, and Lamar, Far Southwest, 6-18, includes a
slightly revised discussion of the same material.
3. Miguel Antonio Otero, My Life on the Frontier 1864-1882 (1935; reprint ed., University of New Mexico Press, 1987), 2 (hereafter cited as My Life 1). For an overview of
Otero's life and career, see Cynthia Secor Welsh, "Miguel Antonio Otero, Author and
Agent for Change," the introduction to the 1987 reprint of Otero's My Life I.
4. For Otero's account of his appointment, see Otero, My Nine Years as Governor of
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Having a deep-seated loyalty to New Mexico, Otero decided to
take a new tack in his approach to governing the territory. From the
beginning of his administration, the thirty-seven-year-old governor
indicated that, unlike most of his predecessors, he would serve as the
territory's advocate in Washington, rather than act as Washington's
representative in New Mexico. He also dedicated himself to fighting
for statehood, even though he knew that admission to the Union would
come only after Americans recognized New Mexico as a progressive,
fully American territory, advancing steadily into the twentieth century.
To that end, he spent much of his first administration trying to modernize (and Americanize) the territory's economic, social, and political
institutions while also campaigning, lobbying, and, sometimes, pleading for statehood. 5
Although the fight for statehood in New Mexico reached a peak
under the guidance of Otero during the early twentieth century, the
move to gain statehood began nearly a half century prior to Otero's
appointment. 6 Even before the Compromise of 1850 and the Organic
Act officially organized New Mexico as a territory in September of 1850,
the southwestern region called for statehood, adopted a constitution,
and elected representatives to Congress in June 1850. In 1874,. New
Mexico's delegate to Congress, Stephen B. Elkins, introduced statehood legislation that seemed promising until Elkins offended southern.
supporters by greeting a northern senator who had just castigated the
South for its treatment of African Americans during Reconstruction.
Congress again addressed the issue of statehood for New Mexico in
1889 and 1900, but because some Congressmen believed the territory'
to be a backward area peopled largely by "illiterate, superstitious, and
morally delinquent" citizens, they once more denied New Mexico admission. Overcoming the "prejudice of the East against the Wese' became so difficult, in fact, that two men who had worked with the Utah
statehood effort wrote to Otero and offered their professional services
to aid New Mexico "materially in the Statehood agitation."?
the Territory of New Mexico, 1897-1906 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1940), 1-5; and Otero, My Life on the. Frontier 1882-1897 (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1939), 288-300 (hereafter cited as My Life II).
5. Otero, My Nine Years, 28.
6. For two brief syntheses, see Marion Dargan, "New Mexico's Fight for Statehood
1895-1912," New Mexico Historical Review 14 (January, April 1939), 1-33, 121-42; and
Robert W. Larson, "Statehood for New Mexico," New Mexico Historical Review 37 (July
1962), 176-89. Two other works that concentrate on the last few years of the statehoOd
struggle are Mary J. Masters, "New Mexico's Struggle for Statehood, 1903-1907" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1942), and Lamar, Far Southwest, 486-504.
7. Larson, "Statehood," 169; James S. Clarkson to Miguel A. Otero, November 14,
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Opponents of New Mexico's admission cited several reasons for
withholding statehood. The foremost were that the territory was not
sufficiently "Americanized"; too many residents still spoke only Spanish; and Hispanic law, their Catholic faith, and familial traditions all
hindered development of American customs. 8 Disputants also pointed
to opposition to statehood within the territory as justification for their
stance. To counter such arguments, the territorial council called for a
constitutional convention in 1889, eight years before Otero became
governor. But the refusal of territorial voters to ratify the document
weakened national support for the statehood movement. Still, this
defeat did not stop statehood enthusiasts nor the growing momentum
for statehood within New Mexico. In fact, Miguel A. Otero voiced his
vision of New Mexico and its readiness for statehood like no governor
before him; he governed and promoted with one goal in mind: statehood. 9
Otero's position on statehood evolved considerably from the time
he entered politics in 1883 until he completed his second term as governor in 1906. Indeed, in the course of the twenty-three-year period,
he reversed his stance; he moved from opposing statehood to becoming
a strong, active supporter of the movement. During the 1880s, Otero
believed that statehood could only hinder the region. He thought that
taxes would be much too heavy for the citizens to carry and that the
lack of a public school system "would prove unsatisfactory to the people, generally throughout the United States." Nor was Gillie alone in
this belief; many businessmen in New Mexico at this time were al~o
convinced that dependency on the government would be best for the
territory, not to mention their own businesses. JO
Otero modified his position, however, before President William
McKinley appointed him governor in 1897. Just as conditions in New
Mexico in the late 1880s influenced Gillie's opinion on statehood, so
1901, Miguel A. Otero Papers (OP), box 1, folder 12, Special Collections Department,
General Library, University of New Mexico (hereafter SCD-UNM), Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
8. Larson, New Mexico's Quest for Statehood 1846-1912 (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1968), 215, 303-4. For a visual and verbal account of the biased
perceptions Americans held of New Mexico, see Richard Melzer, "New Mexico in Caricature: Images of the Territory on the Eve of Statehood:' New Mexico Historical Review
62 (October 1987), 335-60.
9. Larson, Quest, 202. For Otero's account of his role in the statehood fight, see
Chapter 15, "My Part in the Movement for Statehood" in Otero, My Nine Years, 199-222.
10. Otero, My Life II, 222-23. For more information on territorial opposition to
statehood, see Archie M. McDowell, "The Opposition to Statehood within the Territory
of New Mexico, 1888-1903" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1939).
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too did positive developments in the territory help explain Otero's
advocacy of admission. Although New Mexico's school system was
still inadequate, and higher taxes would be burdensome, the territory
had nearly recovered by 1897 from the depression of the early 1890s.
As of 1901 the territory had progressed sufficiently (primarily because
of Governor Otero's business-like administration) to invalidate many
of the long-standing eastern criticisms. Indeed, the improvements inspired a renewed optimism among citizens and seemed a "good omen
for statehood.'1l1
Although some claimed Otero adopted a new view on statehood
for political reasons alone, a speech he made in his hometown of Las
Vegas prior to his inauguration foreshadowed his active support for
the movement. After claiming that "statehood for New MeXico [was]
in sight," Otero urged citizens to strive for further improvement of
territorial conditions and to avoid letting "clouds and storms of local
discord and disorder" delay statehood. 12 Later that month, in a letter
to the Honorable E. V. Chaves of Las Vegas, Otero pledged his "every
effort to promote New Mexico and [to] show Easterners that we are
capable of administering our own affairs." He also called for the assistance of his fellow native New Mexicans in his endeavors to have New
Mexico admitted to the UnionY
From the beginning of his administration, then, the governor deserved to be called a "statehood enthusiast." Yet even though early
pronouncements clarified Otero's stance on statehood, his rivals accused him of opposing statehood because he did not discuss his intention to work for admission in his inaugural speech of June 14, 1897.
Otero later explained that his failure to mention statehood came from
11. Larson, Quest, 203; "Governor's Message [to the New Mexico Legislative Assembly]16 January 1899" in Otero, My Nine Years, 359-66; Inaugural Speech of June 22,
1901, OP, box 1, folder 11, SCD-UNM; Albuquerque Journal Democrat, October 8, 1901, as
quoted in Dargan, "New Mexico's Fight," 9. For a summary of Otero's achievements in
office, see Cynthia Secor-Welsh,"Governor Miguel Antonio Otero, 1897-1906: Agent for
Change" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1984), 40-73.
12. Pre-inaugural speech of June 12, 1897, OP, box 4, folder 7, SCD-UNM; Dargan,
"New Mexico's Fight," 24-25. Because of Otero's early position on statehood, his political
enemies were not always so sure that the governor had really changed. Catron argued
that territorial officials "would throw it overboard in order to hold their offices." Although
the Albuquerque Weekly News recognized Otero as a statehood enthusiast, it did not fail
to comment that "unfortunately, our governors with some notable exceptions heretofore
have been for statehood when their terms expired, but showed no disposition to do
anything that might cut short their tenure in office."
13. Otero to E. V. Chaves, June 21, 1897, Marion Dargan Papers, SCD-UNM (hereafter cited as Dargan Papers).
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the surprise of being appointed governor and his inclination to celebrate rather than to "think out policies to be pursued during my administration."14 More important, before Otero left office in January
1906, he managed to reorient the debate on statehood. No longer were
residents and Congress wondering if the territory should be admitted;
rather they were contemplating how and when New Mexico Territory
would become a state.
Otero realized that many doubts of Easterners about New Mexico
came from their "persistent misunderstanding" of conditions in the
territory. Tourists were more attracted, he observed, to the "novel and
abnormal" and therefore eager to photograph or "press the button upon
every burro" they met and to "cat<;h the features of a worthless old
Indian [!]" than to understand society and culture in New Mexico. 15
Consequently, visitors returned to their homes convinced that they
knew the territory and that it was indeed unfit for statehood; but their
impressions were misleading. To correct these misperceptions, Governor Otero decided to educate the public by presenting a clear picture-and his version-of New Mexico in his annual reports to the
secretary of the interior.
Although all territorial governors were required to submit annual
reports, Otero's became known for their comprehensiveness and detail.
Aside from making a plea for statehood in each annual report, Gillie
gave a graphic description of the resources, institutions, and prospects
of the territory. 16 He gathered information by writing to public officials
and business representatives and requested specific information on
topics with which his correspondents were familiar. For example, for
his report of 1901, Otero wrote forty-four individuals, asking them to
discuss one' of seventeen topics for the county in which they resided
or worked. The governor then compiled the information into reports
ranging from 300 to 500 pages. Otero believed these reports to be of
such importance that he even asked the legislative assembly to penalize
those officials who were delinquent in filing their responses. 17
14. Otero, My Nine Years, 200.
15. Arizona Statehood Convention Speech, October 1901, OP, box 4, folder 11, SCDUNM; Otero, My Nine Years, 391-93.
16. Dargan, "New Mexico's Fight," 25; Otero, Governor's Report of New Mexico to the
Secretary of the Interior (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1897-1905). These
reports are also included in the microfilm edition of the Territorial Archives of New
Mexico (TANM), reels 148,.149. Copies of the microfilm TANM are located at SCD-UNM
and the New Mexico State Records Center and Archives (NMSRCA), Santa Fe, New
Mexico; Otero, My Nine Years, 199-200.
17. Otero Correspondence Sent, 1901, TANM, reel 142, frames 500-544; "Message
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As a result, the government printing office commented that Otero's
reports were the best ever submitted. Eastern papers often quoted from
the publications, usually· citing the governor's pleas for statehood.
Territorial papers also complimented Otero for his efforts since they
realized the reports, widely distributed by the New Mexico Bureau of
Immigration, would help statehood efforts by dispelling erroneous notions Easterners held about New Mexico. 18 These reports, then, became
an important component of Otero's fight for statehood.
The governor also fought for admission in his speeches and private
conversations. A charming man and well accepted in Washington society, Otero used his connections there to further New Mexico's cause. 19
Gillie gave interviews, made appearances before congressional committees, and conversed with congressmen and other officials on the
importance of giving New Mexico statehood. 20 For example, in December 1899, Otero and Governor N. O. Murphy of Arizona convinced
four Washington politicians, including Senator George L. Shoup of
Idaho, chairman of the Senate Committee on Territories, to make an
impromptu tour of the two territories. Such an inspection, Otero hoped,
would allow them to witness firsthand the social and economic advances made in New Mexico and Arizona.
Despite the unofficial nature of the congressmen's investigation,
the press hailed the visit as a major accomplishment on Otero's part.
Never before had a committee come to New Mexico to confer with its
citizens about statehood. The Albuquerque Citizen also commented that
even if admission were delayed for another year or two, "credit will
nevertheless be due to. Governor Otero, for he has made the way
smoother for succeeding efforts to have the territory admitted as a
state. "21
One year later, Otero continued his campaign to publicize New
of Miguel A. Otero, Governor of the Territory of New Mexico to the 36th Legislative
Assembly," January 16, 1905 (Santa Fe: New Mexican Printing Co., 1905), 201. Otero's
messages to the Legislative Assemblies are also found in the microfilm edition of TANM,
reel 150.
18. Dona Ana County Republican, February 5, 1900, as quoted in Otero, My Nine Years,
199.
19. Albuquerque Citizen, December 25,1899; Charles' Edgar Maddox, "The Statehood
Policy of Albert J. Beveridge; 1901-1911" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico,
1938), 28. Otero, My Nine Years, 286-303. Chapter 21, entitled "I Visit the States," details
several instances when the governor campaigned for New Mexico and statehood. Otero
also took the opportunity to inform readers about the extent of his popularity in the
East.
20. Santa Fe New Mexican, January 17, 1902.
21. Albuquerque Citizen, December 25, 1899.
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Mexico's right to become a state. While serving as a delegate to the
Republican National Convention at Philadelphia, Otero and the territorial delegation "talked and entertained for New Mexico." They hoped
their efforts would bring about an endorsement for statehood in the
party platform, and, fortunately, they achieved their purpose. 22
When New Mexico showed itself to be a solidly Republican territory in the landslide election of November 1900, Otero again carried
his demands for admission to Washington. In a speech presented at
the White House in December 1900, the governor asserted that because
New Mexico had "loyally borne the burdens and sufferings of war in
[the Union's] behalf, and because of the territory's rapid progress, she
could "confidently ask Congress to admit us as a sovereign state ...
with a right to share in its glories and triumphs."23 Otero's demands
could have undermined his gubernatorial career at this point, for President McKinley did not openly favor admission, despite his election
on a statehood plank. Reckoning New Mexico's devotion to Republican
policies would appeal to Congress, however, Otero risked his good
relations with McKinley and demonstrated his support for the statehood struggle.
Otero found another reason to promote statehood in 1901: it helped
him lobby for his reappointment as governor. In fact, one territorial
newspaper argued that Otero deserved reappointment because his policies and efforts had placed New Mexico "on the home stretch toward
the statehood wire."24 After McKinley offered Otero a second four-year
commission, the governor devoted much of his energy to the question,
beginning with his inauguration speech ofJune 22,1901. A quick study,
Otero avoided the mistakes of his first inaugural address and stressed
the importance of continued progress for the territory. His speech, a
mixture of purple prose and flag-waving rhetoric, became almost ominous when he concluded:
I firmly believe that my term will be ended by our admission as a
sovereign state of the grand union and that another white star will
be added to that glorious constellation that floats on the azure field
above us, whose luster will not be dimmed nor its glory diminished
by any of those which have been placed there before, for New
22. Dargan, "New Mexico's Fight," 26-27.
23. Speeches delivered by Miguel A. Otero at the White House, Washington, D.C.,
December 1900, and Las Vegas, New Mexico, December 1900, both in OP, box 4, folder
10, SCD-UNM.
24. Chama Tribune as quoted in Spring 1901 edition of the San Marcial Bee, LeBaron
Bradford Prince Papers (PP), box 1, folder 8, NMSRCA, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Mexico has always been progressive, aggressive and more than
loyal to the United States and its flag under whose protecting folds
it came fifty-one years ago. 25
Shortly before his reappointment, Otero welcomed to his ranks a
valuable ally in the fight for admission, Bernard S. ("Statehood") Rodey.
Chosen by voters in the local elections of 1900 to replace Pedro Perea
as territorial delegate to Congress, Rodey was an Irishman who came
to New Mexico in 1881 as a private secretary to the general manager
of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company. After his arrival, he
studied law, was admitted to the bar, and became a successful lawyer.
Although Rodey began his political career in Bernalillo County, he soon
became popular throughout the territory because of his strong stance
on statehood. Thus, an idealistic Rodey and a realistic Otero, much
like Don Quixote and Sancho Panza, set out with zeal and confidence
in their mission to win statehood for New Mexico. As Robert Larson
noted in his definitive history of New Mexico's statehood fight, Otero
and Rodey "began a tremendous effort which literally whipped the
[local] opposition into submission."26
From 1901 on, Otero stumped vigorously for statehood inside and
outside New Mexico. He not only aimed his remarks at Washington,
but at complacent territorial residents as well, intent on spurring them
into active support for the statehood drive. He first imbued them with
an optimism about New Mexico's future by citing constantly the improvements in the territory's economic, social, and political conditions.
As examples he pointed to increased funding for education, retirement
of the territorial deficit, an increase in newspaper production, a decrease in illiteracy, an influx of mining and industrial companies, better
administration of public lands,and the creation of regulatory agencies
such as a Territorial Board of Medicine and a Territorial Board of Education. With a subtle change in his own rhetoric, the governor then
inspired New Mexicans to fight for sovereignty, instead of just asking
for statehood. Otero claimed that the United States Constitution and
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo guaranteed New Mexico's right to
25. Second Inaugural Speech, June 22, 1901, Santa Fe, New Mexico, OP, box 4,
folder 11, SCD-UNM; Otero, My Nine Years, 385-87.·
26. Ralph E. Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican History, 5 vols. (Cedar Rapids,
Iowa: Torch Press, 1912), 2:543, n. 454; Larson, Quest, 198-99; Santa Fe New Mexican,
November 14,1900, and Otero, My Nine Years, 135-41. Of aU the sources, Larson provides
the best treatment of Rodey, his actions, and his significance.
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become a state, a right the territory acquired as a ,result of General
Stephen Watts Kearny's conquest of New Mexico in 1846.27
On another occasion, the governor asked New Mexicans to voice
their enthusiasm for statehood. Gillie reminisced in his autobiography
that he and Governor Murphy of Arizona decided in January 1901 to
organize conventions in their respective territories to promote and
publicize the statehood movement. They agreed to hold the meetings
in October, one following the other, so that each governor could speak
at both conventions. The New Mexico assembly convened in Albuquerque on October 15, 1901, in conjunction with the territorial fair.
Otero's speech, the Santa Fe New Mexican reported, was forceful and
impressive. The governor "fearlessly told the delegates from every
county .... where the trouble was located and called on them to do
their duty." Otero also asserted, according to the newspaper, that those
people ,afraid of the added expenses and responsibilities statehood
would bring were "unworthy of American manhood."28
Four days later, Gillie traveled to Arizona to make the same appeal
to citizens there. His speeches at Ash Fork, Prescott, and Phoenix
received warm welcomes from residents and newspapers alike. Otero
later recalled that Arizonans' enthusiasm brought tears to his eyes,
gave him a touch of "buck fever," and made him wish for "three fingers
of good brandy. "29 In general the governor concentrated on the improvements in both territories, but he also spoke against those who
degraded New Mexico's Hispanic residents. Realizing Arizona's Anglodominated and sometimes nativistic population might not have been
willing to work with New Mexico's Hispanics, Otero hoped his remarks
would prevent dissension. 3O In short, the governor sought to solidify
the organization and cohesiveness New Mexico and Arizona would
need to push their claims through Congress.
Despite what might have been a delicate situation, Otero's statements and character made him very popular with Arizona's inhabitants, especially those· whom a reporter called "society buds." The
ladies' interest in Otero prompted a press correspondent from Phoenix
to suggest to Otero that he "move to Arizona and advocate suffrage
for the fair ones." Although such information does little to illustrate
27. Post-inaugural speech, June 1901, East Las Vegas, New Mexico, OP, box 4, folder
11, SCD-UNM; Speech, "Placing the Kearney Stone," August 1901, Santa Fe, New Mexico, OP, box 4, folder 11, SCD-UNM.
28. Larson, Quest, 203, recounts the statehood convention and Rodey's contributions to the meeting. Otero, My Nine Years, 205-7.
29. Ibid., 207-11.
30. Larson, Quest, 244.
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Gillie's efforts in behalf of the statehood fight, it attests to the governor's
popularity, a quality that probably helped New Mexico's statehood
efforts as much as his actions. 31
A more important outcome of the gatherings was the conventioneers' request that the governor appoint a statehood delegation to present to Congress the series of resolutions drawn up at the New Mexico
convention. In January 1902, Otero, Rodey, and part of the statehood
delegation traveled to Washington to appear before the House Committee on Territories. Admittedly, Otero's priority in Washington was
to seek Senate confirmation of Theodore Roosevelt's reappointment of
himself as governor. At the same time, however, the territorial leader
hoped to press the delegation's claims "in as strong a manner as possible." When a larger statehood delegation from New Mexico went to
Washington in February, Otero wanted the Committee on Territories
to listen carefully to the delegation's presentation and requests. 32
Although Otero (and Rodey) led statehood efforts iIl1901 and 1902,
they also received help from Dr. Nathan E. Boyd. A major investor in
the Rio Grande Dam and Irrigation Company, Boyd feared New Mexico's territorial status would hinder her claim to the water resources
of the Rio Grande. Texas, Mexico, and New Mexico all were disputing
division of those resources in the Elephant Butte Dam controversy then
raging in ,Congress. Boyd and his allies spoke before the House Committee on Territories on February 8, 1902, urging statehood so that the
territory could protect itself from outside powers. In his speech, Boyd
reminded the committee of Governor Otero's pleas for statehood in.
his anImal report of 1901 and in a presentation Gillie made before the
Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Boyd even published his appeal to end "the handicaps caused by territorial government" so that
Rio Grande water rights and agricultural interests might be protected
and New Mexico could advance the cause of statehood. 33
31. Lloyd Damron to Otero, November 3, 1901, OP, box 1, folder 12, SCD;UNM.
32. Santa Fe New Mexican, January 17, 1902. McKinley had reappointed Otero in
June'1901, but the president was assassinated before his appointments had been confirmed in Congress. As a consequence, Theodore Roosevelt had to resubmit the appointments when he took office. Otero's political enemies leapt at this second opportunity
to have him removed from office. First, they filed complaints with the president, and
then they launched a smear campaign to block Senate confirmation. For more information
on Otero's reappointment battles, see Secor-Welsh, "Miguel Antonio Otero" (thesis),
113-27.
.
33. Nathan E. Boyd, Statehood for New Mexico, Arguments on Behalf of New Mexico's
Admission into the Union and in Defense of the Territory's Inherent Right to the Waters of Her
Streams (Washington, D.C.: Judd and Detweiler Printers, 1902), 4, 12, 13. See Otero, My
Nine Years, 28-34, for'his description of the water fight.
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By 1902, then, the demands of New Mexicans had become so
strong that Congress again seriously debated admittance for the territory. On May 7, 1902, the House began consideration of the Knox
Bill, a bill presented by William S. Knox of Massachusetts, chairman
of the House Committee on Territories. Knox's proposed legislation
was an omnibus bill that provided for the admission of New Mexico,
Arizona, and Oklahoma all at once. After only two days of debate, the
House passed the measure and sent it on to the Senate. 34
The Senate's debate on the Knox Bill soon crushed New Mexico's
jubilation over the House's decision. In particular, Senator Albert J.
Beveridge of Indiana threatened the success of the omnibus bill, eventually filibustering it to prevent action upon the bill. Beveridge used
many methods to delay the bill, but his most famous ploy was his
investigative visit to the territories in 1902. 35
Beveridge arrived in New Mexico on November 12, 1902, and
began what turned out to be a very biased and brief investigation. Of
course, Otero participated in the senator's "flying trip" because of the
governor's official duties, but Beveridge excluded Otero from any of
the discussions or interviews. Luckily, most New Mexico citizens voiced
their support of statehood, but Beveridge encouraged those opposed
to the movement and expressed doubt that native New Mexicans could
govern themselves. Beveridge obviously opposed statehood for New
Mexico, and had before he arrived, because of his nativistic outlook
and also because he feared the growing political and economic power
of the West. On his return to Congress, Beveridge argued New Mexico
was still too "Mexican" to be given the privilege of self-government.
In the mind of the powerful and imperialistic Senator Beveridge, New
Mexico was no more ready for statehood than Puerto Rico or the Philippines, the two colonial possessions of the United States. When the
Senate later defeated the bill, an angered but determined Otero "took
to the stump again" (within and outside the territory) to keep alive the
desire for statehood. 36
Between 1902 and 1905 Otero spoke on behalf of statehood at most
of his public appearances. In Washington he argued for New Mexico's
constitutional right to statehood, and at home he exhorted represen34. Larson, Quest, 205-7; Masters, "New Mexico's Struggle," 7.
35. Otero, My Nine Years, 215, 321; Larson, "Statehood," 181-82; Masters, "New
Mexico's Struggle," 7-8; Maddox, "Statehood Policy of Beveridge," 39-48. Maddox's
thesis presents a balanced view of Beveridge and tries to place the senator in the context
of his times.
36 Otero, My Nine Years, 212-15; Maddox, "Statehood Policy of Beveridge," 6-7,
10-11, 35, 48-56; Lamar, Far Southwest, 490-92; Larson, Quest, 207-12, 215-24.
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tatives of the territorial legislative assembly to write legislation illustrating New Mexico's loyalty and readiness for self-government. 37 At
the same time, Governor Otero sought a broader audience for his
message. He decided that the 51. Louis World's Fair of 1904 would be
just the sort of platform from which to advertise New Mexico. In
particular, Otero resolved to mount an informative and impressive
exhibit to counter the "evidence" Beveridge's "slumming expedition"
(as Otero called the congressional visit) had presented to Congress and
the nation.
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, the 51. Louis
World's Fair, like other such fairs of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, served as a vehicle for establishing a national
culture. Initially organized to boost the economic development of the
Louisiana Purchase region, the international exposition also "provided
manufacturing and commercial interests with opportunities to promote
the mass consumption of their products"; the ice cream cone and the
hot dog were two items introduced at the St. Louis Fair. Even more
important, fair directors intended the exhibits they organized to be the
"university of the masses." Through entertaining and provocative displays, they wanted to exhibit and promote (what they perceived to be)
the progress made in all aspects of American society. To advance the
cause of imperialism, they contrasted the American displays with those
from less-developed nations or regions to better focus the "vision of
America's racial and material progress." Fair organizers, concluded one
historian, also encouraged a cultural hegeI]lony that exalted progress
through change, industrial capitalism, and, most of all, Americanism.
Perceiving the importance of the fair early on, Otero believed chances
for statehood might increase dramatically if New Mexico could prove
to the nation how American it had become. 38
37. Santa Fe New Mexican, November 24, 1902; Message of Governor Miguel A. Otero
to the 34th Legislative Assembly (Message to 34th LA), January 21, 1901 (Albuquerque:
Democrat Publishing Co., 1901), 13; Message to the 35th LA, January 19,1903,60; Message
to the 36th LA, January 16, 1905, 36. Speech delivered by Miguel A. Otero at opening of
23rd Annual Territorial Fair, October 13, 1903, Albuquerque, New Mexico, OP, box 4,
folder 13, SCD-UNM; Otero, My Nine Years, 323-24.
38. John Allwood, The Great Exhibitions (London: Studio Vista, 1977), 110-14, gives
an overview of the St. Louis World's Fair. Much more detailed and scholarly is Robert
W. Rydell, All the World's a Fair: Visions of Empire at American lntenwtional Expositions,
1876-1916 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 2-8, 178, 182. The chapter devoted to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition (154-83) not only provides a physical'description of the fairgrounds, but thoroughly discusses the Philippine exhibit there and
its significance. In short, the exhibit paralleled New Mexico's in that it "hinged on the
contrast between 'savagery' and 'civilization'" and the "grades of culture" in between.
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The New Mexico Board of Managers of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, appointed by Otero in 1903, "labored untiringly" to gather
a display of the territory's resources and achievements that would be
a credit to New Mexico and the "great Exposition." "With an eye single
to the purpose of displaying 'New Mexico of Today,' instead of featuring the territory as a land of relics and curios," the board organized
educational, mineral, horticultural, and agricultural exhibits in addition to supervising the construction of a New Mexico building. The
mineral exhibit received some of the most· positive reviews because
New Mexicans reproduced a working turquoise mine; while the agricultural and horticultural displays illustrated the advances made possible with irrigation. 39
At the New Mexico building, territorial residents rested, entertained visitors, and, most importantly, distributed copies of The Land
of Sunshine, A Handbook of the Resources, Products, Industries and Climate
of New Mexico. Ironically, the Board of Managers chose the California
Mission style of architecture for their building, afraid, no doubt, that
the native Pueblo style would seem too unrefined to fairgoers. (Visitors
to New Mexico often expressed dislike for its "mud houses.") In short,
the "New Mexico exhibit was designed essentially for the purpose of
... [attracting] people to a section rich in undeveloped resources, ...
and mak[ing] for themselves and their descendants a home in the
everlasting sunshine and the pure, life-giving air of the Rocky mountain plateau."40
Although New Mexico's exhibits focused on advances made in the
territory, its rich cultural heritage was not ignored. The Board of Managers also oversaw an extensive collection of ethnographic materials
placed in the Anthropological Builping at the fair. New Mexico's display
of these artifacts filled an entire thirty-two by forty-five-foot room and
attracted the attention of scientists and anthropologists from all parts
of the world. Nevertheless, these artifacts, like the many Pueblo, Apache,
and Navajo Indians who went to St. Louis to demonstrate their cultures
and life-styles, were exhibited as examples of the old New Mexico, one
untouched by modernization. Territorial citizens could point to this
aspect of their history, they believed, because they had progressed
beyond that stage. As a result, New Mexicans, like anthropologists at
39. Otero, Governor's Report of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interior, 1904 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1905), 281-85, or reel 149, frames 854-56,
TANM, SCD-UNM.
40. Santa Fe New Mexican, November 18, 19, 1904; Governor's Report, 1904, 282-83.
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the time, began to romanticize the Native American way of life; Indians
became a "valued part of a fading, ·rustic landscape."41
New Mexico's exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition culminated in New Mexico Day at the fair on November 18, 1904. Otero,
his family, and a number of prominent citizens from the territory traveled to St. Louis to take part in the festivities. The governor presented
one of his strongest speeches yet on New Mexico's right to statehood
and began his eight-page discourse by tracing the history of the territory and its political and economic links to the Louisiana Purchase.
In addition, Otero focused on the advances New Mexico had made,
and because of this progress, he argued, admission could not be prevented on the grounds that the territory was still backward. In a rather
bitter attack, he declared that New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, and
the Indian Territory were the "sole remnants of feudal dependencies,
and the ancient un-American theory of Territories...." He reminded
his audience of New Mexico's loyalty to the United States during the
Civil and Spanish American Wars, and at the same time pointed to the
injustice of Spanish-speaking New Mexicans teaching Filipinos "the
theory of government which they have been denied to exercise at
home." Otero concluded by appealing to the states created from the
Louisiana Purchase area for their help in promoting statehood for the
remaining territories "who invoke it as a political right to participate
actively in the Government 'of the people, by the people, and for the
people./I'42
Equally important, from Otero's perspective, was the last campaign he mounted for statehood before the end of his administration.
Ironically, this campaign found Otero fighting against a congressional
bill to admit New Mexico to the Union. He opposed the "jointure bill,"
as it was known, because it provided for New Mexico's admission by
combining it with Arizona to form one state, possibly under the name
Montezuma. Originally introduced by the Honorable Jesse Overstreet
of Indiana, the bill was at first rejected 'but later reintroduced a,nd
supported by New Mexico's statehood foe, Albert J. Beveridge. 43 Whereas
41. Governor's Report, 1904, 285; Robert A. Trennert, "Fairs, Expositions, and the
Changing Image of Southwestern Indians, 1876-1904," New Mexico Historical Review 62
(April 1987), 150.
42. Santa Fe New Mexican, November 19, 1904; Louisiana Purchase Exposition Speech,
November 18, 1904, St. Louis, Missouri, OP, box 4, folder 13, SCD-UNM.
43. Larson, "Statehood for New Mexico," 178-86; Larson, Quest, 207-16. Beveridge
was, unsurprisingly, an unpopular figure in New Mexico. His cursory survey of the
territory in November 1902 and his subsequent derogatory committee report brought
him criticism from not only New Mexico and Arizona, but from the newspaper of his
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Hand-addressed post card from T. D. Bums to Governor Miguel A. Otero at
the New Willard Hotel in Washington, D.C., postmarked December 26, 1904.
Bums, a considerable political force in northern New Mexico, shared Otero's
enthusiasm for single statehood.

Bums'. message to Otero mentions the desire of both men to defeat the "joint
statehood" issue. Document courtesy of the Center for Southwestern Research,
General Library, University of New Mexico.
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some Senate and House leaders favored this proposal because it would
maintain a balance of power in Congress, New Mexicans and Arizonans
dislik~d the idea for a number of reasons. They agreed that the major
centers of population were too far from one another to be governed
by one capital (Santa Fe) and, more important, that Arizona's tradition
of common law and Anglo citizens would conflict with New Mexico's
tradition of civil law and Hispanic inhabitants. 44 Otero further countered that jointure was "unfair" and "unwise" and that single statehood
would come if people would only be patient.
Yet patience was not a virtue most New Mexicans valued. In fact,
the Albuquerque Citizen called Otero and his supporters "the fossils of
Santa Fe" and alleged that "having knocked out statehood the fossils
at Santa Fe will doze another three hundred years." Nevertheless,
Otero continued his vigil against jointure, which became a very lonely
endeavor before the end of his administration. His efforts to fight joint
statehood included speaking against the bill in the national capital,
sympathizing with Arizona's declarations against the proposal and one
(unsuccessful) effort to dissuade President Roosevelt from supporting
jointure. In any case, joint statehood bills were introduced in Congress
in 1904 and 1905, causing Otero to intensify his attacks against jointure.
Finding himself increasingly in the minority, however, Otero hoped
that the Foraker Amendment to the 1904 and 1905 bills (that allowed
each territory to hold a referendum on the issue) would prevent the
consolidation of New Mexico and Arizona. 45
The repeated refusals of the Congress to act positively on single
statehood for New Mexico led disillusioned and anxious New Mexicans
to reconsider jointure. Because territorial policy required territories to
be in line with national republican policy, some territorial residents
started advocating jointure to prove their loyalty to Congress. Aware
of the strong opposition to the proposal in Arizona, supporters in New
Mexico correctly believed their neighboring territory would reject the
bill in their referendum and thus prevent jointure. (In November 1906,
Arizonans voted against jointure by a margin of more than four to
one.) These advocates felt confident Congress might admit New Mexi~o
anyway for her fealty to the measure and to Congress. Much to Otero's
home state as well. The Indianapolis Sentinel "editorially attacked the logic of his report,"
as Larson presents in Quest:216. For a thorough synthesis of the jointure movement,
see ibid., chapter 14, "The Jointure Movement," 226-52.
44. Larson, Quest, 244.
45. Larson, "Statehood," 182; Otero, My Nine Years, 215-22. For details on Otero's
relationship with Theodore Roosevelt, see Chapter 23, "TR As I Knew Him," 314-31.
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chagrin, delegate Bernard Rodey became the strongest proponent of
joint-statehood in 1904 for just this reason; Rodey believed that the risk
of becoming part of a state was better than continuing as a dissenting
territory. Consequently, the harmony that had existed between Otero
and Rodey was gone, and a feud raged in its place. 46
The split between the two men could not be isolated, and division
soon racked the Republican party in New Mexico as the election for
territorial delegate in 1904 demonstrated. In order to consolidate his
power in the face of a political feud, Otero switched his support from
Rodey to William H. "Bull" Andrews for territorial delegate. A former
state senator from Pennsylvania, Andrews won Otero's confidence
.because he supported single statehood and because of his strong political ties with anti-jointure senators such as Matthew Quay and Boies
Penrose of Pennsylvania and Orville Platt of New York. The governor
chose to ignore Andrews' shady political past and led such an extensive
campaign tour that Andrews won the election. 47
Although Andrews' win appeared to be a vote for Otero's leadership and his stance on single statehood, the governor's support of
the new delegate proved to be political suicide. The governor's switch
to Andrews caused such extensive factionalism within the Republican
party in New Mexico that members of the national Republican party,
President Roosevelt in particular, became very disgruntled with Otero's
administration. As a result, Roosevelt used the feuding as one reason
for not reappointing Otero to a third term as governor. Thus, Miguel
Otero completed his administration on January 22, 1906, with the jointure question still undecided and the battle for statehood incomplete. 48
Otero's nine years of work for statehood were not in vain, however. The governor succeeded in quieting opposition to statehood from
within the territory, and, as New Mexico's best public relations officer,
he greatly improved the territory's image throughout the nation. In
opposing joint statehood, he roused sentiment against jointure in other
states and enlisted the help of powerful figures such as Colorado Senator Henry M. Teller, also known as the "Defender of the West." And
although corrupt business dealings marked Andrews' term as delegate,
his political ties immeasurably furthered the statehood cause. Indeed,
with the aid of Andrews' allies, New Mexico succeeded in having
46. Otero, My Nine Years, 218; Larson, Quest, 230, ·232; Jay J. Wagoner, Arizona
Territory, 1863-1912: A Political History (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1980), 439.
47. Otero, My Nine Years, 223-39; Larson, Quest, 230-31.
48. Santa Fe New Mexican, November 24, 1905, Otero to W. Scott Smith, November
25, 1905, OP, box 2, volume 9, SCD-UNM; Otero, My Nine Years, 335.
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Congress pass an enabling act, which President Taft signed on June
20, 1910. 49

Fourteen months later, Otero's prediction that "a star would be
added" came true. On August 21, 1911 (ten years later than he forecasted), a flag with forty-eight stars, the forty-seventh representing
New Mexico, flew for the first time over the capitol in Santa Fe. Hoisted
in place by twelve-year-old Madeline Mills, the flag was a gift from
Otero to William J. Mills, the last territorial governor of New Mexico.
Meanwhile, the whistle at the Santa Fe New Mexican signaled that President Taft had signed a bill that approved New Mexico's constitution
and called for an election of state officials. 50
That evening at a celebration on the plaza, Otero and his former
colleagues reveled in New Mexico's victory. When he spoke to the
crowd gathered there, he extended thanks to the president, the Congress, and Delegate Andrews. Ever the promoter (although now of
himself), he then "sketched briefly the efforts that had been made to
get statehood during his administration and of the numerous promises
that had been made in Washington." As the night ended, perhaps
Otero felt some regret that statehood had not come during his administration; that his days as New Mexico's "knight errant" had not produced immediate results. More likely, however, he rejoiced in the
knowledge that his constant boosting and campaigning contributed to
a different (if not altogether accurate) vision of New Mexico that allowed
it to become a single state, at long last free to be itself. 51

49. Otero to Henry M. Teller, August 1, 1906, OP, box 2, folder 2; Larson, Quest,
253-71. Also, George Curry and H. B. Henning, eds., George Curry, 1861-1947, An
Autobiography (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1958), 189-91.
SO. Santa Fe New Mexican, August 21, 1911.
51. Ibid., August 22, 1911.
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Coat of Anus of the Otero family, as represented in Alberto y Arturo Garcia
Carraffa, DicciolUlrio Heraldico y Genealogico de Apellidos Espanoles y Americanos
(Madrid: Nueva Imprenta Radio, S. A., 1956). Drawing by William R. Rector.

Miguel Antonio Otero:
A Photographic Essay
JOLANE CULHANE

If the experience of New Mexico serves as a useful example of the
American West in rapid transition from the frontier period to the twentieth century, surely the life of Miguel Antonio Otero exemplifies the
concept of a man in transition. Otero was born on the eve of the Civil
War and grew to adulthood in the competitive atmosphere of the Gilded
Age. As territorial governor of New Mexico, Otero recognized that
Americanization and modernization were imperative if New Mexico
expected to achieve full political parity that statehood represented, an
insight that clearly placed him in the Progressive camp. Although his
governorship ended before statehood became a reality, Otero remained
active in the political and economic arenas, and in addition embarked
on a career as an author, publishing three autobiographical volumes. 1
If Otero's memoirs provide literary evidence of the passage of New
Mexico into the modern era, the photographic record proffers visual
Jolane Culhane is a doctoral candidate in history at the University of New Mexico
and associate editor of the New Mexico Historical Review. She is writing a dissertation on
the life of Carey McWilliams.
1. Miguel Antonio Otero, My Life on the Frontier, 1864-1882 (New York: The Press
of the Pioneers, 1935); My Life on the Frontier, 1882-1897 (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1939); and My Nine Years as Governor of the Territory of New Mexico,
1897-1906 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1940).
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evidence of that journey. Photographs of Miguel as a boy place him
firmly in the Victorian era, while those images made in his later years
reveal the twentieth century in every aspect of pose, dress, and situation. Pictures from the intervening years track the process of change
through the late territorial and early statehood periods. The following
photographs are but a few from the rich collections that exist in several
repositories; they enhance and amplify the documentary and literary
records, and offer an illuminating window on Otero and his times.
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Miguel A. Otero as he appeared on a buffalo hunt near Kit Carson, Colorado,
in 1872. The Grand Duke Alexis of Russia was also a member of this party,
which was under the· command of General Phil H. Sheridan and General
George Armstrong Custer. Photograph courtesy of the Center for Southwest
Research, General Library, University of New Mexico.
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Miguel A. Otero, 1885. Photograph courtesy of the Center for Southwest Research, General Library, University of New Mexico.

JOLANE CULHANE

Page Blackwood Otero, older than Miguel by almost two
years, was well-known for his musical abilities. In this
posed studio photograph he personifies the Victorian
gentleman. Photograph courtesy of the Center for Southwest Research, General Library, University of New Mexico.
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The Otero brothers and their friends often engaged in camping, hunting, and
fishing expeditions. This posed group includes (standing) Lucie Boisliniere,
PageB. Otero, and (sitting, left to right) Emma Dale Bradsby, Emily Tetard,
Miguel A. Otero, and Mrs. H. W. Kirchner. Photograph courtesy of the Center
for Southwest Research, General Library, University of New Mexico.
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Miguel A. Otero (seated), with unidentified military officers, c. 1897. Photograph courtesy of the Center for Southwest Research, General Library, University of New Mexico.
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As governor, Otero sought the admission of New Mexico as a sovereign state. In this 1904 photograph, taken
in Roswell, Otero (at center stage) was promoting his position in favor of single statehood. Photograph
courtesy of the Center for Southwest Research, General Library, University of New Mexico.
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The New Mexico Delegation at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in S1. Louis, Missouri, included Govemor~
Miguel Otero, H. Hagerman, Judge McFie, V. Jaramillo, and D. R. Francis. The group posed in front of the,
New Mexico Building to celebrate "New Mexico Day" at the 1904 Exposition. Photograph courtesy of the
Museum of New Mexico, negative no. 140377.
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Miguel A. Otero, with Mrs. Delfin Salazar (left) and Mrs. Otero (right), as he
appeared in October 1938 on a visit to the Kit Carson Monument in Santa Fe.
Photograph courtesy of the Center for Southwest Research, General Library,
University of New Mexico.

Recipe for the New Right Stuff:
A Review Essay
JANET R. FIREMAN

For decades and decades, two names only have dominated the his~i, ,:,
toriography of Juan de Dilate. In the hundreds of footnotes and textua,~
references in which it has appeared, the terse citation "Hammond and' ;"
Rey" has signaled to the reader that the right stuff-the bas~c source
material-has been consulted. In his newest book, The Ulst Conquistador,l Marc Simmons put his finger on it: "the foundation of any study
of the life of Dilate [is] the monumental work of George P. Hammond
and Agapito Rey."2 Their 1953 work-not a biography in itself-contains nearly all the official and related documentation, translated and
edited, dealing with Dilate's New Mexico adventure.
Earlier, in the first two volumes of the New Mexico Historical Review
(1926-27), and republished in a single volume entitled Don Juan de
Onate and the Founding of New Mexico, George' Hammond wrote a narrative on the subject. 3 Hammond and Rey's The Rediscovery of New
Janet R Fireman is Chief Curator of History at the Natural History Museum of Los
Angeles County,
1. Marc Simmons, The Ulst Conquistador: Juan de Onate and the Settling of the Far
Southwest (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991).
2. Simmons' reference is to George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, eds., Don Juan
de Onate, Colonizer of New Mexico, 1595-1628, 2 vols. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1953).
3. George Hammond, Don Juan de Onate and the Founding of New Mexico (Santa Fe:
EI Palacio Press, 1927).
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Mexico, 1580-1594 provided the prologue material necessary for studying Onate. 4 A number of other articles by Hammond and Rey, several
by other writers concerning Onate's geneology and family, his rivals
for the New Mexico colonizing contract, still more on his and his lieutenants' explorations from the Rio Grande, form all that has counted
until now in the Onate bibliography.
Of course over the years there have been plenty of references in
other sources to Onate's doings in New Mexico. Some have been related dispassionately and some nostalgically or in an idealized fashion,
and some would portray Onate as the quintessence of Black Legend
cruelty. But whatever their outlook, most of these have been'but brief
digressions or expressions; none has assembled all the ingredients required. So difficult, so challenging was the alchemy, no one even tried.
Now all that is changed. The agent of change is Marc Simmons
and the 1991 publication of his stunning contribution to The Oklahoma
Western Biographies, of which it is the second volume: The Last Conquistador: Juan de OfiJlte and the Settling of the Far Southwest. From'this
time forward, Onate citations will be transformed; the name "Simmons" will be engraved upon scholarly and popular references alike
as Onate's interpreter par excellence.
If Hammond -and Rey performed the undeniably essential service
of dishing out just about all the existing Onate documentation, Simmons has enriched and garnished their presentation; he has served up
an incomparable feast. The appetizer is context; the main course is a
sort of savory ragout made up of factual material, flavored just so with
analysis and with insight. Chef Simmons' dessert is perfection, because
it finishes off a fine meal with something to remember it by: sensitivity
and understanding.
All these delectable historical flavors are concentrated in a remarkably small portion; rich as it is, the book is a marvel of succinctness. To continue the cuisine analogy but a moment longer, it might
be said that Simmons' meal of The Last Conquistador is everything that
fast food is not, except that it can be consumed quickly if so desired.
All the rest is different. Simmons has engaged in long and what appears
to be loving preparation, he has used quality ingredients with high
nutritional value, they are infused with appealing presentation, and
the meal is resplendent in its aftertaste.
Even if Simmons' ingredients were "almost entirely from pub4. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, eds., The Rediscovery of New Mexico 15801594 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1966).
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The Last Conquistador: Juan de Oflate and the Settling of the Far Southwest. By Marc
Simmons. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xvi + 208 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
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lished sources, both primary and secondary,"S it is some mean feat to
pull off such a successful biography of such a remote figure, in such
a compact format, and with so much style at that. Biography may well
be the most appealing form of historical writing to professional, buff,
and to the altogether unaffiliated reader. And while history is full of
and about people, not so very much historical biography is being written these days. That may be so, because to be good, according to Robert
Utley-who knows a thing or two about writing good biography-it
must have "chronology, context, and texture." Utley says that "biography is not easy. It requires an understanding of human motivations,
behavior, and relationships that comes not only from study, but from
personal experience."6
How does the personal experience of a twentieth-century man,
living and working in New Mexico, prepare him to understand the
Spanish colonial world of four hundred years ago? We may learn the
answer to this question only from a biography of Marc Simmons-not
an uninteresting prospect itself-but (unfortunately) is is well beyond
the object of this essay. Still, it is clear that Simmons did his homework
on the study of human motivations, behavior, and relationships that
Utley mentions as necessary assignments for the biographer. Proof just
about jumps off the pages that Simmons has grappled with the complications of motivation' and morality that ruled the late sixteenth century in Spanish America. 7
Understanding the context of the times from Onate's point of view
and relating it to the reader has been one of Simmons' accomplished
choices. "Just as the Indians made sense of the conquest through native
categories of thought and action, the Spanish conquistadores [in the
Coronado Expedition] understood the world before them through their
own cultural categories."s
Onate's time was no different, according to Ramon A. Gutierrez,
except that it came during what was an anachronistic interlude in the
already initiated "Franciscan Century" of the colonizing process. Onate
was a throwback. Whereas the early New Mexico explorers like Este5. Simmons, The Last Conquistador, 197.
6. Robert M. Utley made these remarks in a review of Dan L. Thrapp, Encyclopedia
of Frontier Biography in New Mexico Historical Review 65 (July 1990), 367~
7. Colin M. Maclachlan, Spain's Empire in the New World: The Role of Ideas in Institutional and Social Change (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), 33-34, 38-39,
64-66.
8. Ram6n A. Gutierrez, When Jesus Came, the Corn Mothers Went Away: Marriage,
Sexuality, and Power in New Mexico, 1500.,.1846 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991),
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vanico, Fray Marcos de Niza, and Coronado had been legitimately part
of the conquest years as much as Heman Cortes, Onate was a man
attempting to play it again, to renew the Conquest, this time in New
Mexico. 9 Gutierrez makes a clever argument for "theater of the conquest," posing many of Onate's tactics as well as his staff and equipment as the "cast of characters" and "props" of reenactment drama.
The point of this elaborate machinery of occupation, Gutierrez says,
was to teach by example. Onate assumed that the Pueblos had heard
the details of the Conquest of Mexico through the grapevine and would
therefore recognize the reenactment elements, the results they were
intended to suggest, and accordingly, would accommodate the Spaniards through cooperation and capitulation. lO
Marc Simmons adresses this point in a more direct way. The main
title of his book, The Last Conquistador, is no gratuitous happenstance;
Simmons lays careful claim to the description. In the "Preface," remarkable all by itself for the wallop it packs on several subjects, Simmons writes:
In a very real sense, Juan de Onate represented the end of a
tradition. He was the last conquistador, the final knight in burnished armor who sallied northward under authority of Cross and ":,

Crown to find wealth, glory, and fame. In that sense he was a
medieval figure, confirming the old observation that the Middle
Ages drew its last breath in the New World. On the other hand,
some of his behavior and attitudes show him to have been, at the
same time, a man of the New Era, one grappling with changes
rapidly overtaking his society,u
Do those particular words, "final knight in burnished armor" make
you think of anyone in particular? No, not Heman Cortes, and not
Lancelot. Here's a hint: another burnished-but visibly tarnishedknight who was the exact contemporary of Juan de Onate. Right! This
would be no other than himself, Don Quixote de fa Mancha, who appeared on the highways and byways of Spain (and the empire?) in the
9. Patricia Nelson Limerick finds Dilate very much a player in The Legacy ofConquest:
The Unbroken Past of the American West (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1987), 22526. Limerick explains that when the realities of the Southwest failed to match the idealized
expectation of the conquistador, when New Mexico proved no match for the conceptualization the crown accepted, consolidation of losses was the official response. New
Mexico became a mission field by Spanish design, and the legacy of conquest trudged
on.
10. Gutierrez, When Jesus Came, 46-51.
11. Simmons, The Last Conquistador, xiv.
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years immediately preceding, but who appeared first in print only in
1605. In that year, Onate, having been disappointed by the "windmills"
of Quivira a few years before, redirected his exploration of the West.
Crossing mountains, deserts, and canyons, he "discovered" and waded
into the South Sea and claimed it in the name of the king. Onate was
at the head of the Gulf of California.
Americo Castro could have been thinking about Onate in the same
terms Marc Simmons was, when Castro observed that in Spain,
we find ourselves . . . facing a history that at once both affirms
and· destroys itself in one swan song after another.... In 1605,
in the twilight that played upon the scene where the Renaissance
was struggling with forces that opposed its spirit, the Quixote appeared as the eternal incarnation of the rationally impossible made
possible poetically.12
If Juan de Onate's adventures in the Southwest were not as poetic
as those of Don Quixote, it is because Onate pertains to history and
to reality, not to literature. But Simmons places the last conqueror in
the context of his times-Quixote's times--as surely as Miguel Cervantes set down the Knight of the Mournful Countenance. Understanding the times in which the biographer's subject lived, as Utley
has indicated, is part of the hard work of biography. To do this, and
to recreate it for the reader, Simmons uses a careful analytical balance
of environmental and hereditary factors to flesh out the values, attitudes, and belief systems of the middle-aged man who took up the
conquest of New Mexico.
Simmons' credibility in recreating the times owes a great deal to
his remarkable understanding and astonishing ability to convey the
elements of Spanish character. For example, in explaining that the
crusading spirit continued in Spain past the Middle Ages and also
dominated the age of discovery and conquest, he writes: "The conquistadors ... went after glory, riches, and the soul of the natives,
and that, united with their abiding sense of history, gave them a distinctive style. Above all, Spaniards of the sixteenth century had style. ,,13
Marc Simmons might have been struck by a thunderbolt of self-recognition when he wrote those lines, for not only is he possessed of a
sense of history, but the historian also has style. What style! Simmons
utilizes those gifts powerfully to convey his insights into Spanish char12. Americo Castro, The Spaniards: An Introduction to Their History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971), 143.
13. Simmons, The Last Conquistador, 8.
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acter. Americo Castro might have been describing Simmons' abilities
when he wrote:
In order to understand the Spaniards (or the French or the Italians),
it is necessary to upset the rhythm of historical time-as Proust
has done-to interweave memory with the vision of the future, to
inject into the "before" the lived experience of the "after" (and
vice versa). In this fashion history takes on the flesh of real life,
of empirical (temporal and spatial) experiences as well as of conceptualized projections, and of the firm bonds between inward
states and outward conditions. 14
Simmons carefully assembles the known facts-in absence of personal diaries, letters, or other such papers-as preparation for recreating the character features of Onate, his times, and his significance.
Simmons assembles the ingredients from both past and present; those
which he knows as the historian's facts, and those which he knows as
the historian's understanding and interpretation. He throws in ample
measures of the former, bringing to the concoction all that he and
others have been able to verify and corroborate of Onate's life and
times. Historian-chef Simmons seasons his creation judiciously with
the fragile herbs of understanding of the times and the volatile spices .~
of the national character. Then, in a flourish befitting the most elegant·
knights of bygone times, he decorates the delicacy he has formed with
his coup de maitre: a magnificent sense of style.
.
And there you have it, senoras y senores, ladies and gentlemen: a
recipe for the new right stuff, that is, the new standard bibliographical
reference for anything you need to know about Onate: See Hammond
and Rey AND Simmons.

14. Castro, The Spaniards, 379.
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Conquest of the Sierra: Spaniards and Indians in Colonial Oaxaca. By John K. Chance.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xvii + 233 pp. Maps, tables,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $34.50.)
Although the isolated Villa Alta district of northeastern Oaxaca was in
some respects peripheral to Spanish interests, John Chance underscores the
great variety of regional differences to be found in <;olonial New Spain and the
importance of ethnohistory in understanding the complexities of Mexican history. Indeed, the diversity of institutions and approaches evident in the history
of the Sierra Zapoteca illustrates the need for similar comprehensive archival
research into the internal political, social, and economic development over
time of other Mexican regions and districts. The Sierra Zapoteca presented the
sixteenth-century Spanish conquerors with a confusing ethnic mix of Zapotecs,
Chinantecs, and Mixes who resisted the invasions and the proselytization of
Dominican friars .. Although common themes may be found for the sixteenth
to the eighteenth centuries on which to draw comparisons with other Mexican
regions, the history of Villa Alta did not fit into any broad stereotypes. Geography prevented the introduction of haciendas, mining played a relatively
minor role, and Spanish settlers remained a distinct minority dependent upon
the indigenous population for their livelihood. The Indians retained possession
of their lands, and even at the end of the Colonial period, none of these
communities was Spanish-speaking. Their culture, while blended by centuries
of contact with Spanish civilization, retained much from the past.
Despite the isolation of Villa Alta, the Spanish alcaldes mayores, and later
subdelegates who governed the district, monopolized trade in high quality
cochineal dyestuff and cotton cloth to make this administrative office one of
the most lucrative income generators of New Spain. Even with population
decline caused by conquest, epidemic diseases, and the congregation of villages, the repartimiento de efectos harnessed the Indians into a system of forced
production and consumption. Often foreign to the region and interested primarily in personal profits, these officials experienced grave difficulties in comprehending the complexities of Indian society. They reinforced the Indian
nobility that in some instances totaled a third or even half of the village populations, leaving limited numbers to undertake community tasks. As a result
disputes between the elite and common elements led to appeals to higher
jurisdictions and occasionally to rebellions. Although Dominican spiritual con71
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trol ended in the early eighteenth century with the secularization of the doctrinas, Chance characterizes the rule of the clergy as controlled violence.
As the author is fully aware, the real challenge for the ethnohistorian is
to find ways to study Indian society through the Spanish documentation. If
the Spanish officials did not understand the Indians, their written documents
may be questioned, and there is always a danger of drawing conclusions from
one-dimensional evidence. To his credit, Chance made an exhaustive effort to
tap a variety of archival materials and to ask the right questions. His excellent
study will leave readers to wonder about any remaining generalizations concerning the Mexican Colonial period.
Christon I. Archer
University of Calgary

Mapping Texas and the Gulf Coast: The Contributions of Saint-Denis, Olivan, and Le
Maire. By Jack Jackson, RobertS. Weddle, and Winston DeVille (College Station:
Texas A&M University Press, 1990. xi + 92 pp. Maps, notes, bibliography,
index. $29.50.)
The Texas Coast, scene of French incursions and Spanish reactions, was
a hard area to map. Tidal estuaries made maritime approach difficult while
land expeditions were hampered by numerous parallel streams, the final outlets
of which were not very evident.
The three men treated in this book are contrasts in personality and background. Louis Juchereau de Saint-Denis was a Canadian-born Indian trader
and frontier officer; Juan de Olivan Rebolledo was a career bureaucrat based
in the viceregal capital of Mexico City where he was an oidor of the administrative court; and Father Franc;ois La Maire was a secular priest involved in
parish duties in French Louisiana. None could have been expected to make
significant contributions to regional cartography. Saint-Denis was an exemplary frontiersman, but his geographical knowledge was based on actual travel
along the coast and was given mostly orally. Olivan had an armchair interest
in Texas geography, with his rudimentary maps containing vestiges of earlier
imaginary geography. Although he was later named governor of Texas, he
never set foot in the area. La Maire, a mediocre priest, was a good, careful
cartographer. His maps were well executed, based on firsthand experience.
The authors point out that priest's considerable contribution to the more famous "mother map" of the Gulf Coast by Guillaume Delisle. They also show
that though France and Spain were natural rivals and perennial enemies, the
Texas and Gulf Coast brought about cartographic cooperation leading to better
mutual knowledge.
Concerning Texas it is clear that by 1717 most Texas rivers except the Brazos
had already received their permanent names, even though their courses and
outlets were imprecise.
The book, though extremely brief, is well presented with seventeen reproductions of pertinent maps. A much clearer version of Olivan's map of
December 1717 could have been obtained from the Spanish Servicio Cartografico Militar, which holds an 1806 copy of the earlier, fainter map. The authors
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also leave unclarified the matter of whether Olivan wrote two reports (Informes),
one on December 18, 1717, as indicated on the maps, and another on December
24 as they assume.
Donald C. Cutter
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Maya Resistance to Spanish Rule: Time and History on a Colonial Frontier. By Grant
D. Jones. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989. xvii + 365 pp.
Maps, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $39.50 cloth.)
This study is a history of relations between Mayas and Spaniards in the
sparsely populated and little-known southeastern frontier of Yucatan, from the
time of conquest until the Spanish occupation of the island town of Tah Itza
in the Peten in 1697. The territory covered consists of three Maya provinces
in what is now the northern half of Belize, the northeastern quarter of the
Peten, and southeastern portions of Quintana Roo, all of which were encompassed by the colonial province of Bacalar. Based on extensive research in the
Archivo General de Indias in Seville, the narrative deals mainly with previously
known events, but contributes a wealth of detail and an interpretive framework
that greatly enhance our understanding of them.
.
As the title suggests, the emphasis is on Maya resistance and the failure
of the Spanish church and state to impose their collective will on the region,
which served as a haven for refugees from the more heavily colonized towns
of the north. After initial chapters on the conquest, the Spanish villa of Salamanca de Bacalar, and Maya political economy, the heart of the book analyzes
a series of anti-Spanish activities orchestrated by Maya religious-political leaders. Especially important were resistance movements at the Maya town of Tipu
in 1638, which ultimately led to the collapse of Spanish control for the next
several decades. Even the 1697 "conquest" of Tah Itza was only a hollow
Spanish victory, for most inhabitants fled into the forest before the troops
arrived.
Jones shows that, despite its failures, Spanish colonial policy in this region
never changed. Every punishment of the recalcitrant Maya only strengthened
their will to resist. The argument that the timing of resistance movements was
governed by the katun cycles of the Maya calendar is, however, still open to
debate. Jones makes much of a rough correlation between events at Tipu and
the katun cycle of 7,200 days, yet his detailed account suggests that internal
Maya politics (and perhaps Spanish tactics as well) was just as important in
determining the flow of history.
While puzzles remain, this finely crafted book is a major contribution to
Yucatecan ethnohistory. Essential reading for those who seek to understand
the southeastern frontier, it will serve as a definitive reference for years to
come.
John K. Chance
Arizona State University
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San Gabriel del Yungue: As Seen by an Archaeologist. By Florence Hawley Ellis.
(Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1989. 96 pp. illustrations, map, charts, bibliography,
index. $10.95 paper.)
It is fortunate that Florence Hawley Ellis and the Museum of Anthropology
at Ghost Ranch have produced this monograph now. The National Park Service
is preparing a study of possible alternatives to commemorate Spanish colonization in New Mexico, and the council of San Juan Pueblo has expressed an
interest in the study. Since they will evaluate suggested piuk Service alternatives with a view toward including San Juan and San Gabriel in possible
presentations of the Pueblo Indians' view of Spanish colonization, Ellis' discussion of her discoveries at San Gabriel could not have been more opportune.
The book is a short, entertaining introduction to Ellis' work at San Gabriel
and is the second in a series on the excavations. The first was When Cultures
Meet: Remembering San Gabriel del Yungue Oweenge (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press,
1987). There, Ellis presented a summary of her fieldwork at San Gabriel, but
the present monograph discusses the excavations and their results in more
detail, at a popular level rather than as a formal report. Perhaps future volumes
will offer a full technical presentation of the results of the project.
The principal topic of discussion in San Gabriel del Yungue is the area of
the church, the probable convento, and adjacent Spanish-rebuilt rooms. The
first section gives a brief but detailed discussion of the principal historical
references to Spanish occupation of the site. The second section summarizes
archaeological work on the site and its slow recognition as the location of San
Gabriel. The third and fourth sections briefly state the results of excavating
the west mound and a portion of the east mound north of the convento area.
The second half of the book is devoted to a moderately detailed discussion of
what was found in the area of the "Spanish Apartments," convento, and
church. This information is unique and very welcome. The volume ends with
a short but effective bibliography and index.
Unfortunately, the popular orientation of the narrative leaves a number
of questions unanswered. For example, it is impossible to tell how much of
the pueblo Ellis excavated. The narrative suggests that most of the structures
were uncovered, but a comparison of the aerial photograph on pages 32-33
with today's site indicates otherwise. Ellis' excavations appear to have uncovered only a portion of the several mounds making up the pueblo. Perhaps
three-quarters of the east mound, forming an inverted L-shape, remains untouched on Herman Agoyo's property. The western mound presently is capped
by a much expanded version of Nick Salazar's house. Ellis excavated no more
than the northern third of the mound; the middle third has been largely destroyed by the excavation of a garage space beneath the house, but the southern
third may still preserve undisturbed structures. Although Ellis indicates that
she considered a possible south mound to have disappeared, the shape of the
ground suggests that such a mound may survive along the south side of the
central plaza, south of the present entrance road and just west of where Ellis
found the walls of the church. No testing was conducted in the area of this
possible south mound. Questions about the extent of Ellis' work could have
been avoided with a set of plans of the pueblo and the rooms she excavated.
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Perhaps because of the concentration on the "Spanish Apartments" area, however, the book includes no such aids. Only plans of the southeastern rooms
are included, and one of these is so small as to be almost useless. This lack of
usable plans makes it very difficult to follow the discussions; in fact, in a
footnote in the discussion of the rooms of the western mound, Ellis herself
remarks, "Following our discussion of the history of rooms and occupations
by the three cultural groups involved does require reference to our maps."
One hopes this oversight will be corrected in the next volume.
This little monograph is of great importance to those interested in the
methods and remains of Spanish colonization and should not be overlooked.
Its shortcomings undoubtedly will be made up for in the next publication in
the series.
James E. Ivey
National Park Service
Santa ·Fe

California in 1792: A Spanish Naval Visit. By Donald C. Cutter. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990. xv + 176 pp. illustrations, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Donald Cutter, author of Malaspina in California and authority on Spanish
explorations on the Northwest and California coasts, now brings to light the
visit of the two schooners Sutil and Mexicana to California in 1792. Commanded
by Captains Cayetano Valdes and Dionisio Alcala Galeano, these vessels completed their primary mission to circumnavigate and chart Vancouver Island as
a follow-up to the earlier Malaspina voyage. From late August to late November
1792, they and their crew of thirty-nine called at Monterey and ran the coastline
southward from Nootka Sound en route to San BIas, Nayarit.
The author divides this work into two parts. The first section of ninetynine pages is Cutter's introduction and chapters describing California in the
early 179Os, the personnel of the expedition and those encountered during the
vessels' "secondary stop," and the homeward voyage after getting under way
from Monterey. Part two is the first translation of a manuscript found at the
Museo Naval in Madrid, Spain. Classified as "Vargas Ponce" and MS 1060, it
was probably written by artist Jose Cardero, who accompanied the expedition.
Historians and anthropologists will be especially interested in this book,
largely because of its fresh topic and primary source nature. The author of the
manuscript, now translated and annotated by Cutter, advances observations
on the port, fauna, and presidio of Monterey, as well as the mission of San
Carlos de Borromeo. Of special interest are the comments concerning the
presidio; the Franciscans and their work at Misi6n Carmelo, especially Father
Fermin Francisco de Lasuen; and the descriptions of the Runsien (Rumsen)
and Esselen (Eslen) Indians residing at the mission. In addition to descriptions
of dwellings, education, and customs of these little-known and soon thereafter
extinct tribal groups, there is also an excellent columnar dictionary of their
languages with equivalent terms in Spanish and English. This table, the catechism from Mission San Carlos, and Father Lasuen's mission status report
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with full translation into English are of great value as references for historians,
anthropologists, linguists, and those interested in the real work of the Catholic
Church in California.
, Supplemented by footnotes, twenty-three illustrations (eighteen of which
are maps or drawings by or ascribed to Jose Cardero), and a classified bibliography, this work is Volume 71 in the American Exploration and Travel Series.
There are no observations concerning Spanish civil communities or settlers
simply because the visitors did not encounter them. Nevertheless, this work
is of great value to a wide variety of scholars if read objectively, both as a
primary source on Spanish California and for Cutter's expertise and craft in
placing the manuscript in the perspective of its time and place.
Oakah L. Jones
Purdue University

Manuel Alvarez, 1794-1856: A Southwestern Biography. By Thomas E. Chavez.
(Niwot: University Press of Colorado, 1990.243 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95.)
This book is a revised version of the author's 1980 University of New
Mexico dissertation. He uses a vast number of primary materials, mostly manuscripts in numerous archives, to delineate the long life of a man fortuitously
situated in the geography and history of his time. Manuel Alvarez had a knack
for being there when anything happened, be it the Mexican Revolution of 1821,
the Chimayo Rebellion of 1837, the U.S. takeover and Taos Rebellion of 184647, or the French Revolution of 1848.
Born in a small village of the Kingdom of Leon, Alvarez acquired and
maintained a good education by wide reading. He moved to New Spain in
1818 on the eve of its independence. Possibly because he was a peninsular,
he was expelled in 1823, so he traveled to Santa Fe by way of Cuba, New York,
and St. Louis. Expelled again in 1829, he turned trapper, helped discover the
spectacular Yellowstone geysers, and returned to New Mexico a few years
later.
This time around, he was savvy enough to work both-or maybe all threesides of the citizenship street. Spain was still very much his native land; he
was enough of a Mexican citizen to receive a land grant near Ocate; he was
the United States consul in Santa Fe. Although never accredited by Mexico
City, Santa Fe, or Washington, he functioned effectively, mostly because of his
common sense. But during the Texas invasion of 1841, when he needed great
courage to protect U.s. interests from the fear, anger, and triumph of the
moment, he came through beautifully.
We follow the author and his subject as they thread their way expertly
through the minefields of politics from 1848 to 1856, a hazy period of shifting
coalitions and personal opportunism. For several weeks after an election that
turned out to be invalid, Alvarez appeared to be the lieutenant-governor of a
new state government, and he exercised power as acting governor in Henry
Connelly's sustained absenced, doing at least as well as many later governors
of New Mexico who shall remain nameless here and forever after. One secret
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of Alvarez' ability to get things done was his endless array of business contacts
that turned into friendships because he was a candid and pleasant person
whom everybody liked and trusted. Chavez makes more sense of this antebellum era than any other author I have read.
On the other hand, the index leaves very much to be desired, and there
are some truly ugly typos (check the spine). More important by far, the publisher ought to have provided much stronger and surer editorial guidance for
a dissertation rewrite since it is nearly impossible for the original author,
unaided, to re-vision the subject clearly enough to revise it into a book.
But when all is said and done, Manuel Alvarez: A Southwestern Biography is
exactly the sort of book about New Mexico we need: a complete study of one
person, one place, one brief period, or one limited topic, decidedly deeper
than it is broad and firmly set in the context of past scholarship. Chavez gives
his reader an absorbing guided tour of the exotic landscape of New Mexico
from 1820 to 1850, when the expansionist Jacksonianism of the bumptious
United States collided with the new caudillismo of liberated Mexico. Through
this world of shifting opportunities and shifty opportunists moves a fascinating
man of great practical intelligence, intellectual attainments of the more ornamental sort, and a great personal dignity: "a worthy, honest man," Manuel
Alvarez. You'll like him.
Thomas J. Steele, S.J.
Regis University

The "Californios" versus Jedediah Smith 1826-1827: A New Cache of Documents. By
David J. Weber. (Spokane: Arthur H. Clark, 1990. 82 pp. Map, appendixes,
index. $35.00.)
On August 16, 1826, Jedediah Smith led a small group of trappers westward from Cache Valley on a three-year odyssey of discovery and exploration
through the Great Basin and the Sierra Nevada, to California, Oregon, and
back by way of the Northern Rockies. Much of Smith's party perished in two
devastating defeats inflicted by Mojave and Umpqua Indians. Smith also provoked the suspicion of Mexican officials in California. In Oregon, his expedition
might have ended, without the prudently dispensed benevolence of an equally
skeptical Hudson's Bay Company.
David Weber's The "Californios" versus Jedediah Smith provides seven previously unknown documents from the Mexican Archives that clarify Smith's
motives for traveling to California and the response of Mexican officials to his
presence there. These documents include Weber's transcription of four letters
written by Jedediah Smith and his clerk, Harrison Rogers, to California Governor Jose Maria Echeandia, former California Governor Captain Luis Antonio
Arguello, and Joel Poinsett, United States Minister to Mexico. Weber also furnishes transcriptions and translations of three letters written by Arguello and
Echeandia to one another and to Rogers and Smith. Weber shows that Smith
grazed the truth with Echeandia by pleading his inability to comply with the
governor's instructions to leave California by the end of 1826. For two years
thereafter, Smith's party taxed official Mexican patience by scouring the San
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Joaquin Valley for beaver, horses, and signs of the elusive Rio Buenaventura.
Frustration with Smith is evident in the letters of Luis Arguello, who harbored
concern about American intrusions on the northern frontier, the attendant
unauthorized exploitation of Mexican resources, and the unsettling American
presence among California's Indians. Weber argues that Smith hardly could
have acted in ignorance of these concerns.
The editor has surrounded these documents with fully developed historical, bibliographical, and editorial background essays and textual footnotes.
This volume also includes a detailed map of Smith's southwestern travels and
a thorough index. In short, this is old school, erudite historical editing in the
tradition of Thwaites, Morgan, and Jackson-a phenomenon rarely seen among
contemporary productions of the three large western presses.
This volume continues David Weber's reexamination of nineteenth-century Borderlands history from the Mexican point of view. In that light, The
"Californios" versus Jedediah Smith is a useful supplement to Dale Morgan's
Jedediah Smith and the Smith diaries edited and published by George Brooks
and Maurice Sullivan.
Tim Wehrkamp
National Archives and Records Administration

Soldiers of Misfortune: The Somervell and Mier Expeditions. By Sam W. Haynes.
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990. xii + 268 pp. Illustrations, map, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95.)
In Soldiers of Misfortune, Waddy Thompson, United States minister to Mexico, writes an aged Andrew Jackson that Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna was
"a man of talents and many noble qualities" who could not be judged "with
reference to the state of things in our own happy country." This appraisal of
the often demonized Mexican dictator is in stark contrast to much of the heretofore scholarship on the Mier Expedition. Sam W. Haynes implies that the
Texans who died at the Hacienda del Salado in the famous "black bean" episode
in 1843 probably got what they deserved and concludes that General Pedro
de Ampudia would have been well within his authority to execute even more
of the escapees.
A number of the Texans who fled into the arid and waterless northern
Mexican mountains only to drink the blood from their stolen horses and mules
and consume their own urine had only recently been released from confinement as a result of the equally disastrous and ill-conceived Santa Fe Expedition.
All veterans of this previous expedition were in violation of the terms of their
paroles.
Besides the ruthless and unforgiving Colonel Antonio Canales and the
equally merciless General Nicolas Bravo, most of the Mexican leaders who
emerge in Soldiers of Misfortune are presented as far from the villains we have
read about in previous works on the Mier Expedition. General Francisco Mejia,
for example, rather than execute the Salado escapees, resigned from the army.
With the exception of Ewen Cameron, the tall, red-headed Scotsman who
was singled out for execution, and Jose Antonio Navarro, signatory of the
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Texas Declaration of Independence, the Texas prisoners were treated as well
as was possible and probably better than they had reason to expect. In fact
the Mier prisoners fared-far better than Santa Anna had after San Jacinto when
the general had attempted suicide. General Ampudia went as far as to enroll
fourteen-year-old John Christopher Columbus Hill, the youngest of the Mier
prisoners, as Juan Cristoph Colon Gil de Ampudia in a Matamoros school.
Santa Anna even offered to adopt the boy, who later became a mining engineer
in Mexico.
Haynes is at his best when describing the political battle between the
always pragmatic Sam Houston and the pompous Thomas Jefferson Green.
The different escapes of the Texans from the lice-infested and typhus-plagued
fortress of Perote will also keep the reader's attention. Haynes' keen analysis
of the diplomacy that culminated in the release of the Mier prisoners is also
exemplary.
Although the mist-shrouded Cofre de Perote is certainly not "granitecrowned" (p. 136), such minor errata are rare. Soldiers of Misfortune is a wellwritten, meticulously researched, enlightening piece of scholarship with objective new insights. Simply put, Soldiers of Misfortune is the most absorbing
book yet written on the often-romanticized, yet tragically fated, Somervell and
Mier expeditions. Haynes is articulate, detailed, and accurate. He has written
a scintillating book that reads like a novel.
Jerry Thompson
Laredo State University

Soldaderas in the Mexican Military: Myth and History. By Elizabeth Salas. (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1990. xiii + 163 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. $25.00 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
Elizabeth Salas writes to refute the widely shared myth that the soldadera
was simply a camp follower, with all its negative connotations, by arguing that
these Mexican women have historically played active roles in Mexico's many
military affairs. Salas uses military data, anthropological studies, as well as
valuable oral histories to establish the historical role of the soldaderas. She
also seeks to delve more deeply into the soldadera image through exploring
the public consciousness of the myth by reviewing its treatment in Mexican
-literature, corridos, recent art, and films. Moreover, she considers specifically
the function of the soldaderas in Chicano culture and art. By way of organization, Salas devotes a chapter to exposing the origins of the soldadera in
Meso-American and Spanish armies. She then adds a chapter that considers
the role of the soldadera as an active participant in the service of numerous
armies engaged in military operations throughout Mexico's history. Sensing
that the Mexican revolutions might have contributed mightily to the perpetuation of the "Adelita" (self-abnegating camp follower) myth, Salas devotes
three chapters to the activities of the soldadera during this decade-long affray.
She concludes with two chapters dedicated to the role of the arts and popular
culture in forging the soldadera legacy.
This monograph, essentially Salas' doctoral dissertation, defines the role
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of the fighting soldier broadly to include quartermaster and commissary functions to make her case for the soldadera as warrior. Although this interpretation
challenges to a modest degree the camp-follower-as-prostitute image, her extensive reliance upon anecdotal evidence to establish the role of the soldadera
as active combatant, a "Juana Gallo" (fearless, outspoken, female soldier),
makes such claims less than convincing. The evidence is disparate and the
generalizations a bit hasty. Therefore, the perpetuation of the unfavorable
soldadera image in literature and the arts should not prove entirely surprising,
for it remains less than obvious that such an impression is largely contrary to
the historical experience. But this work, nonetheless, provides a valuable look
at gender and image-making in Mexican culture. As a compilation of information on the role and status of women in wartime Mexico, moreover, Salas'
book makes a significant contribution to women's studies.
William E. Gibbs
New Mexico Military Institute

Padre Martinez: New Perspectives from Taos. (Taos, New Mexico: Millicent Rogers
Museum, 1988. 151 pp. Maps, notes. $9.95 paper.)
Anyone who doubts the power of fiction to influence readers' opinions
would do well to read this book, for its avowed purpose is to repair the damage
done to the reputation of Padre Antonio Jose Martinez by writer Willa Cather,
"Esa mujer!," as one of the padre's relatives contemptuously called her. In Death
Comes for the Archbishop (1927) Cather villifies Martinez' character, distorts his
physical characteristics, and generally misrepresents his stature and his timesall the while using the padre's real name and presenting enough history to
make the account seem credible. The result, as editor E. A. Mares explains, is
that the many Americans who use Cather's novel as an introduction to the
culture and history of the Southwest are exposed to "serious misinformation"
with "widespread currency" (p. 9).
Padre Martinez consists of the editor's introduction and five essays. The
three historical studies are by people well known for their work on Padre
Martinez, whereas the two literary studies are by people not as well known
for their work on Cather. As Mares notes in his introduction, although differences of opinion exist among the contributors, they generally ascribe to the
same defensive view from different perspectives. Mares relates the padre's
biography and places Martinez in historical context, emphasizing, among other
things, his liberalism and his ecumenical attitude and actions; Bette Weidman
demonstrates that Archbishop can be read, ironically, as "a novel of acceptance
and reconciliation" (p. 48), though in the process she offers some strained
comparisons of Archbishop with The Merchant of Venice, Huckleberry Finn, and
Uncle Tom's Cabin; Thomas J. Steele, S.J., with slightly amused detachment,
presents a fascinating collection of Jesuit commentaries on Martinez, material
that readers would be hard pressed to find on their own; Patricia Smith, in
probably the best essay, argues convincingly that Cather wrote Archbishop according to a Homeric formula, producing "an American reworking of the
Odyssey" (p. 118); and Ray John de Aragon offers a rambling account of church
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history as it relates to the padre (sometimes quite remotely) and illustrates the
regard in which his people held him.
Although important and useful, this book contains problems that will
lessen its effectiveness and its value. It needed heavier editing, not only in
correcting dates, punctuation, and forms of documentation, but also in the
elimination of repetition and the addition of cross-referencing among the essays.
Another problem is a lack of balance. Sometimes, especially in the Aragon
and Weidman essays, the tone is overly defensive' and statements erroneous
or ill-advised. Aragon, for instance, mistakenly asserts that Cather won the
Pulitzer Prize for Archbishop, and Weidman makes the astonishing suggestion
that future editions of the novel should bear a warning label that Cather's
point of view is only one of many. Not discussed are Cather's praise for the
early Spanish missionaries, her fictional Bishop Latour who is more sensitive
to local culture than was the real-life Bishop Lamy, or the other historical errors
in Archbishop that do not involve Martinez. (Happily Cather scholars have
. responded quite favorably to the concerns this book raises.)
The most serious problem, however, is bibliographical. Fifteen years ago
Ralph Vigil published in this journal a detailed discussion of Cather's misrepresentation of Martinez, yet his essay escapes the notice of all five contributors.
Likewise, references to Cather scholarship are minimal. A thorough bibliographical essay would have been a useful addition, to illustrate the widespread
acceptance of Cather's portrait of Martinez and to direct readers to other pertinent historical studies omitted here.
These problems notwithstanding, this book is essential reading for anyone
interested in Padre Martinez or Willa Cather, not because the volume completes
the record but because it makes a valiant effort to correct it. As Mares himself
says, "The last word [on Padre Martinez] has certainly not been written" (p.
14).
David Harrell
University of New Mexico

Straight from the Heart: Portraits of Traditional Hispanic Musicians. By Jack Parsons
and Jim SageI. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990. xv + 93
pp. Illustrations. $19.95 paper.)
No New Mexico author, in recent times, has contributed more than Jim
Sagel, to the enhancement and preservation of traditional Hispanic culture in
New Mexico. In Straight from the Heart: Portraits of Traditional Hispanic Musicians,
Sagel has teamed up with photographer Jack Parsons to capture an important
and often overlooked aspect of New Mexican culture-los musicos del pueblo
(the musicians of the people).
Sagel, who is sensitive to historical geography as well, focuses his narrative
on Nuevo Mexico and Viejo Colorado, ignoring the arbitrary state boundary
that separates a common people. "Nowhere," he writes, "has -the landscape
played a more crucial role in determining history and shaping the culture of
a people."
Here, in their natural environment, is where photographer Jack Parsons
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captured "los musicos." The authors write: "In the places where they live and
work, in the places that define them, pausing for a photograph in front of
owner-built lumber mills in the heart of the sierra, beside Ford Fairlanes parked
in the projects, on couches under velvet paintings of the Last Supper, flanked
by family photos of graduating daughters and sad-eyed sons in military uniforms."
"Hard work and self-reliance are at the core of this culture," Sagellaments.
But no matter how resourceful an individual might be, it took a strong sense
of community to survive and fa comunidad de fe developed in the souls of the
people. And with this sense of community came respect and a pjlssion for life.
"Passion has always been at the heart of Hispanic tradition," Sagel explains.
And no one understands this feeling better than the musicians.
"Todo esta cambiado," the musicians will tell you, and they are correct.
"Everything has changed-everything, that is, except for their own spirit, that
rare and beautiful stubbornness that keeps them clinging to the old ways and
singing the old songs." But it is their destiny, los musicos believe, to preserve
the heritage of their people.
.
All aspects of the culture are covered. The songs speak of the villains of
history such as Thomas Catron and his pack of "abogados ladrones," of "el Oso
Esmokey" and his cattle guards and barbed wire, and of the Army Corps of
Engineers who dammed the water for golf courses in Albuquerque. But they
also sing of love and romance, of good times and bad times, of people and
places, and memorias de antes. Many musicos specialize in the old-time fandangos that are popular at weddings and anniversaries where the dancing
lasts until dawn. Others have composed corridos that contain contemporary
themes such as the state prison riot and the Tierra Amarilla Courthouse raid.
In all, more than fifty musicians are represented in this remarkable book.
They include well-known names such as Roberto Mondragon, Lorenzo and
Roberto Martinez, Carmen Araiza, Cipriano Vigil, Max and Antonia Apodaca,
and Archie and Maria Garduno. Others, who are less known but equally
talented, include Ventura Rael, Enrique Jara, Clarence Sena, Tony Sanchez,
Margaret Saavedra, and Edulia Romero. Many of the lyrics from their songs
are included in the text.
Like many aspects of traditional Hispanic culture, the musical heritage of
this land is in danger of being lost. Every time a family hires a rock band to
play for a wedding or an anniversary, another page closes on a rich book of
tradition. That is its vulnerability and its value. And because tradition can
easily vanish, one hopes that the music will instead survive.
Michael Miller
Center for Southwest Research
University of New Mexico

A History of Hispanic Theater in the United States: Origins to 1940. By Nicolas
Kanellos. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990. xvi + 240 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $38.00 cloth, $15.95 paper.)
This book traces professional Spanish-language theater in the United States
before World War II, especially as manifested in Los Angeles, San Antonio,
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Tampa, and New York. Chapters analyze each city's theatrical culture, especially between 1890 and 1930, treating the repertories and fates of major theater
houses and such special topics as Los Angeles' successful local playwrights,
San Antonio's fostering of circus and carpa (tent theater), and Tampa's abortive
Hispanic project launched by the Depression-era Federal Theatre Project.
During the past decade, Nicolas Kanellos has been the most productive
scholar of Hispanic American theater as editor, publisher, curator, and author
of essays (Mexican American Theater: Legacy and Reality). The present volume
incorporates and expands his earlier research into a subject that, as he says,
is "an underground or forgotten tradition, a forgotten part of our national
history and culture."
The book's strength lies in Kanellos' mining of archives and newspaper
files. Onto his pages tumble a mass of names, titles, places, and dates, sometimes twenty and thirty play titles per paragraph, as Kanellos details the theaters' daily and weekly operations. Playwrights, clowns, classical actresses,
theater owners, company managers---all crowd forward asking for our understanding and recognition. At its best, as in parts of the chapter on Los
Angeles, the book shows urban Hispanic theater as a teeming, busy hive of
trendlets and burning issues and popular performers.
The book's limitations are serious. Kanellos treats much of his material
hastily and higgledy-piggledy. He does not describe his theaters visually or
tell where they were located. He devotes only a few paragraphs to the cultural
lives of the cities he studies. He provides almost no literary perspective, summarizing or analyzing a handful of plays and remaining virtually silent on the
Mexican, Cuban, or Spanish traditions imported to North American soil. Partly
because of his scant resources and partly by temperament, he hardly ever
evokes the reality or aesthetic of the theatrical moment during those thousands
of nights on which professional entertainers made contact with a public.
Finally Kanellos' title is a curse, for his scope is distinctly limited in time,
place, and style. For example, readers interested in New Mexico will note that
Kanellos devotes a page and a half to New Mexico and that he consciously
ignores folk, liturgical, and amateur theaters, which have dominated Hispanic
American and New Mexico culture since Oilate's 1598 expedition, when the
first plays of any kind were written and performed on North American soil.
But for reasons that Kanellos states eloquently, a book with this title and
subject is badly needed. When it is written, his volume will be seen to have
contributed mightily to it.
David Richard Jones
University of New Mexico

The Lost Gold Mine of Juan Mondragon: A Legend from New Mexico Performed by
Me1ilqufas Romero. Edited by Charles L. Briggs and Julian Josue Vigil. (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1990. xxiv + 270 pp. Illustrations, maps, table,
appendixes, notes, index. $45.00.)
In the shadow of the craggy Truchas Peaks of northern New Mexico, a
humble shepherd named Juan Mondrag6n stumbles upon a concealed mine
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shaft into which one of his animals has fallen. Although he discovers a fabulous
deposit of gold, his true wealth remains his goodness and virtue. In one telling
episode, he vainly tries to give a sack of nuggets to his heartless foreman who
is unable to recognize either the gold or the significance of the gift. In the
summer of 1890, the shepherd tragically dies before he can reveal the exact
location of his mine. If it could only be found again, it could provide a living
for us all.
Whenever Melaquias Romero recounts the story of the lost mine of Juan
Mondragon, instead of simply reciting a fixed text or manipulating an omniscient narrator, this loquacious elder of the village of Cordova, New Mexico,
invokes the heteroglossia that surrounds him. He orchestrates a diverse compendium of testimonial voices, chronologies, and extended genealogies in a
narrative counterpoint whose structure unfolds as it is told each time, in dialogic relation to the active listener. Linguist Charles L. Briggs dedicates this
generous volume to the prodigious task of fully contextualizing a two-and-ahalf-hour performance of what he considers to be Romero's magnum opus.
With the help of Julian Josue Vigil, a meticulous but easy to follow transcription and translation style is devised that tracks intonation, breath, gesture,
and expression--every semantic and rhetorical nuance in the construction of
one of the most engaging and complex genres of folk narrative.
Wavering between chronicle and parable, treasure tales dramatize the
search for wealth while they illuminate the values of the teller. Briggs clearly
demonstrates how "Treasure tales can similarly articulate basic cultural values,
conveying a moral and philosophical vision of the world and one's relationship
to it" (p. vii). In the popular imagination, gold is never merely gold, but an
ambiguous signifier of both the ideal and the venal. In the oral tradition,
treasure tales take their place somewhere between historical legend and accounts of the miraculous.
Unable to base credibility on religious faith as in a miracle story, the teller
of a treasure tale carefully cultivates belief with the most powerful rhetorical
devices of his speech community. Here Romero masterfully traces the reported
speech of eyewitnesses across an entire century, further verifying his sources
through the genealogical relationships among the participants and persuasively establishing both the authenticity of content and the authority of the
teller.
The techniques of ethnopoetic analysis that Briggs is the first to apply to
Spanish-language folklore were first developed to restore Native American
texts to their full rhetorical power after collectors stripped and abstracted them
from their original contexts and their own historicity. With this work Briggs
calls again for theoretical studies of a rich popular tradition that has been well
collected in New Mexico, but rarely analyzed in depth. He argues convincingly
that Melaquias Romero "goes beyond describing what has happened; his performance rather explores the power of narrative as a means of constructing
social reality" (p. 168). This book is a true feast for linguist, folklorist, ethnohistorian, and treasure hunter alike.
Enrique R. Lamadrid
University of New Mexico
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The Mythical Pueblo Rights Doctrine: Water Administration in Hispanic New Mexico.
By Daniel Tyler. (EI Paso: University of Texas at EI Paso, 1990. 57 pp. Illustrations, notes. $12.00.)
The West, explained Walter Prescott Webb, is a dry place. Aridity has
shaped western history, and nowhere in the region is water more scarce or
more important than in the Southwest, where courts seem to be choked with
water cases. Historical circumstances complicate the litigation of southwestern
water rights because Spanish and Mexican law and custom furnished precedents for American courts to consider.
Professor Daniel Tyler tells us that the legal situation is in some cases
needlessly complex because courts have misinterpreted Hispanic water law by
postulating a doctrine of pueblo rights, which in this case refers to Hispanic
towns rather tl~an exclusively to Pueblo Indians. The pueblo rights doctrine,
as Professor Iris Engstrand explains in her introduction, evolved in nineteenthcentury litigation based on a faulty understanding of Spanish law and inadequate historical research. Courts held that pueblos founded on the basis of
colonization grants have a prior and paramount right to water in adjacent
nonnavigable streams. Tyler explains in his compact, ably researched book that
the historical record in New Mexico does not reveal such a right under Spanish
or Mexican law. Moreover, he reconstructs the administrative and juridical
practices that did exist. The administration of water in New Mexico was a local
matter. Generally, officials endeavored to maintain and distribute equitably an
adequate and clean supply of water, settle disputes, and encourage settlement.
The town's water was freely available to all who needed it as long as their use
did not prejudice other residents. Naturally, each town had a water right, but
the evidence does not indicate that it was viewed as paramount to that of other
users.
Obviously, this is a book for specialists: students of Spanish colonial administration, water historians, and public historians who provide expert witness testimony will be most interested in it. After reading it, historians should
be reluctant to assert blandly that cities like Los Angeles and Albuquerque
have preeminent rights to the waters of their region based on Spanish colonial
precedents. It will be interesting to see if courts take judicial notice of Tyler's
research. It will be still more interesting to see how those courts will handle
long-established water rights that have been based in part on what Tyler calls
the mythical pueblo rights doctrine.
Albert L. Hurtado
Arizona State University

The Preservation of the Village: New Mexico's Hispanics and the New Deal. By Suzanne Forrest. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989. xvii + 253
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, $17.50 paper.)
The belief that northern New Mexico's villagers did not suffer during the
Depression because they were subsistence farmers has persisted until the present. In truth the villages were social units that had ceased to be self-sufficient
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at least since the tum of the present century. By the 1930s they represented a
pre-industrial society taking its first steps into the world of wage labor and
mechanization, and subsequently the Depression hit the villages as hard or
harder than it hit other areas. In this well-researched and well-written book
the author traces New Deal attempts to cope with this catastrophe.
In the early chapters the author relates the history of the area, chronicling
the events that led to the conditions of the Depression era. Of particular
importance were the 1920s that set the stage for the philosophy of the New
Deal's social engineering. During this period a movement in the United States
venerated "primitive" societies as those that had not been seduced by industrial
age values. New Mexico's villages fit into this category, so romantics, such as
Mary Austin and Frank Applegate, came into New Mexico thinking that the
villages could be returned to their original state of subsistence units. The wellmeaning and good faith efforts by these people are chronicled here. However,
with the onslaught of the Depression, reality came home; "Arcadia" was not
what it was assumed to be-the villagers were poor and in need of drastic
economic help.
Next, numerous New Deal programs (so many that it is difficult to keep
them and their functions straight) are discussed. These programs set about
initiating experimental schools and rural health programs, reviving native crafts,
and even attempting to buy back land grants for use by the communities for
grazing and farming. The insurmountable problems faced in the implementation of these programs are adequately detailed. For example, agents of change,
coming from other parts of the country, misunderstood the culture with which
they were working. Also, some programs were unrealistic and never had a
chance for success. In tum, the villagers were never given control of these
programs and were suspicious of signing any document for fear that they
would lose their lands as their ancestors had.
In the final chapter the author gives the balance sheet of the New Deal
efforts. On the plus side they brought needed amenities to the villages, such
as better roads, electricity, and water systems. However, for the individual
villager, the New Deal programs, especially the "make work" ones such as the
WPA, only averted starvation.
The author gives a sensitive but dispassionate account. She avoids the
minefields of sentimentality and the patronizing of New Mexico's villagers.
Yet errors in mismatched footnotes and incorrect map references are evident.
These do not detract from the quality of the book, however. Still, it is unfortunate that this work was unavailable before the recent War on Poverty began.
It might have helped to avert some mistakes made during the New Deal.
Adrian Bustamante
Santa Fe Community College

Mexican wbor and World War II: Braceros in the Pacific Northwest, 1942-1947. By
Erasmo Gamboa. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990. xiv + 178 pp. Illustrations, map, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00.)
Erasmo Gamboa's Mexican wbor and World War II: Braceros in the Pacific
Northwest, 1942-1947 describes the use of Mexican nationals to provide agri-
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cultural labor in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho during and shortly after
World War II. The short study-131 pages of text---examines the acute shortage
of farm workers in the Northwest in 1942, the development of the bracero
program, life among the braceros, the greed of the farmers who drove the
program, and the end of the bracero program in the Northwest in 1947.
The shortage of workers in the United States and unemployment in Mexico
led to the creation of the Bracero Program in 1942. A year later more than
45,000 Mexican citizens were working in the Northwest. The critical positions
in the management of the bracero program were those of the local County
Extension Agent and a committee of local farmers. The closest official representing the braceros in the Northwest was the Mexican Consul in Salt Lake
City. Local employers quickly learned that they could set wages low and the
braceros had little means of protest. Food was often poor quality, on the job
safety was abysmal, medical care was inadequate, and liability for accidents
was mercurial. Moreover, businesses in many communities, especially in Idaho,
barred Mexican workers. Changes in regulations effectively ended the program
in the Northwest in 1947. The story Gamboa tells is a grim one that contradicts
the rosy picture of the program that U.s. government and employers painted
and the democratic vision for which the nation was at war.
The principal sources for Gamboa's study are records in the National
Archives, papers of national leaders concerned with Chicano issues, and local
newspaper accounts of the bracero program. Gamboa lists no primary sources
from the Mexican government nor from the organizations such as the Farm
Bureau whose members employed braceros. He notes thirteen interviews with
Mexicans or Mexican Americans in his bibliography, but rarely cites them. The
braceros' voices are most notably absent in the chapter on bracero social life.
Instead, we learn about their social life from the reports of U.S. officials to
Washington, D.C. Still, Gamboa makes the tantalizing observation that many
braceros voluntarily returned to the Northwest as immigrants after World War
II. Had Gamboa explored why these braceros went back to a region where
people had treated them so shabbily, he would have tied the bracero program
more closely to the larger Mexican-American experience in the Northwest.
Gamboa deserves our applause for exploring an unknown chapter in
northwestern history, and we await more of the history of the Chicano community in the region. Without minimizing Gamboa's research and accomplishments here, we should expect a more aggressive effort to utilize the collective
memories of the participants as historians look further into this development.
Merwin R. Swanson
Idaho State University

Of Earth and Timbers Made: New Mexico Architecture. By Bainbridge Bunting.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990. vii + 85 pp. illustrations.
$17.50 paper.)
Since the first publication of this classic work in 1974, awareness and
appreciation of New Mexico's vernacular architecture have grown considerably: a statewide inventory of historic buildings has been undertaken; crumbling
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adobe churches are now being stabilized through a well-organized volunteer
effort; and other writers have continued to explore the architectural themes
laid out in this volume. Of Earth and Timbers Made must be credited with
generating at least a portion of this heil?htened interest in New Mexican architecture and the impulse to preserve it.
The book works on a variety of levels. One could have a very satisfying
experience looking only at Arthur Lazar's evocative photographs. Each segment of Bainbridge Bunting's text (divided into short essays accompanying
each visual image) is concise and self-contained; the reader can browse through
them selectively or can follow the narrative thread running throughout. Photographs and text illuminate each other, but each could stand alone. Together
they manage to present rather sophisticated architectural concepts in a disarmingly simple and understandable way.
Style was not the object in New Mexico's early architecture, which was
created out of the need for shelter and survival in a sometimes hostile environment by builders with limited resources. Still, the influence of multiple
cultures over the centuries resulted in a product functional and aesthetically
pleasing. Native Americans developed the prototypical New Mexico dwelling
with earth walls and flat wooden roof. Spanish colonists contributed the technology to create sun-dried adobe bricks; their metal tools allowed greater use
of timber in construction. Through the influence of Yankee settlers, pitched
roofs and Greek Revival ornamentation began to appear on Territorial adobe
buildings. The resulting synthesis, explored in Of Earth and Timbers Made, is
uniquely New Mexican.
Throughout the volume, architectural expression is found in everything
from grand ranch houses to simple grave markers in Lazar's photographs,
which capture also the fragility of their subjects. Unfortunately the ravages of
time and weather have undoubtedly continued to take their toll on some of
the structures pictured here. As Bunting noted in his introduction to the book,
"the history of the early New Mexican dwelling, if it is ever written, will have
to be illustrated with photographs taken by an earlier generation."
Susan Berry
Silver City Museum

Mexican and Central American Population and U.S. Immigration Policy. Edited by
Frank D. Bean, Jurgen Schmandt, and Sidney Weintraub. (Austin: University
of Texas Press/Center for Mexican American Studies, 1989. 211 pp. Maps,
charts, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography. $20.95 cloth, $10.95 paper.)
Since the early 1960s the quantity and character of immigrants to the United
States have changed significantly. Newcomers from Mexico and Central American countries increasingly have become more numerous and visible in the
immigrant stream. Concrete and controversial modifications of U.S. immigration legislation have also occurred, especially in the 1980s. Accompanying these
changes has been growing awareness of the relationship between U.S. immigration policy and U.S. domestic and international population policy. This
anthology addresses key issues inherent in these developments.
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The book consists of seven chapters, the first six of which are papers
presented at a symposium on Mexican and Central American population issues
in October 1987. The seventh is a report and policy recommendations the
participants in the symposium compiled. The chapters were written by experts
drawn from a variety of disciplines and institutions.
The first four chapters document and analyze demographic conditions,
trends, and prospects in specific countries or a region. Chapter 5 examines
the major components of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 its
implementation, and its implications for the Southwest. Chapter 6 examines
the economic, cultural, and political implications of Mexican demographic developments for the United States, relevant Mexican and U.S. policy options,
and their possible impact on Mexican economic development.
As in any multi-author compilation, chapters vary in scope and quality.
Nevertheless, the anthology is informative, insightful, and timely. The chapters
incorporate substantial demographic data not conveniently available in one
source. The data are skillfully and productively analyzed by the authors. The
first four chapters, in particular, offer valuable correctives to common misconceptions or claims regarding the demographic conditions and postures of specific countries and/or countertendencies that may impede understanding of
the issues raised by the demographic and policy changes of the past three
decades. For example, the analysis of Mexico's demographic situation by Alba
in Chapter 1 challenges the perception of Mexican governmental indifference
to rapid population growth by systematically delineating the Mexican government's population policy effo~ts. The analysis of the demography of the Spanish-origin population in the American Southwest by Bean and his colleagues
offers a vigorous challenge to the persistent claim about the role of immigration
in the growth of the Mexican-origin population in the United States. The
analysis of the Central American demographic situation by Diaz-Briquets in
Chapter 2 offsets the tendency to homogenize the region, revealing the rich
diversity of conditions and trends in the countries constituting Central America. Chapter 7 offers policy recommendations that are clear, thoughtful, and
seemingly feasible. These recommendations merit serious consideration by
policy-makers and others concerned with populations and immigration policy
in this decade.
Still, the anthology would have been well served by a more extensive
introductory chapter where the editors identified the themes, substance, and
significance of remaining· chapters. A discussion of the symposium participants' perspectives on the policy recommendations as well as commentaries
on the recommendations by other experts on immigration and population
policy also would have enhanced the utility of the anthology. The absence of
these elements, however, does not detract from the value of an anthology that
should, as its editors hope, help to "better inform views on immigration policy
and help to make the facts relevant to debates about the role of immigration
policy as an instrument of U.S. population policy more widely known."
Isidro Ortiz
San Diego State University
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United We Win: The Rise and Fall of La Raza Unida Party. By Ignacio M. Garcia.
(Tucson: Mexican American Studies & Research CenterlUniversity of Arizona,
1989. xvi + 284 pp. lllustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $18.50 paper.)

Researched and written by award-winning journalist Ignacio M. Garcia,
United We Win is an objective account of the rise and decline of a political third

party founded in 1970 in Texas by Mexican American activists. Utilizing a
multitude of sources, both primary and secondary, Garcia, once an avid participant in the movement, meticulously reconstructs the historical evolution
of a political dream to rectify social abuses heaped upon citizens of combined
Hispanic-indigenous descent by English-dominant authorities in various levels
of public responsibility. Stemming largely from the aspirations and demands
of young, militant students involved in the Mexican American Youth Organization, La Raza Unida emerged as a determined, carefully orchestrated drive
in Crystal City to seize control through the electoral process of city hall and
the public schools.
Synonymous with La Raza Unida were the ambitions of Jose Angel Gutierrez, then a political science graduate student who had written a treatise
postulating the doctrine of oppressed, unrepresented, and exploited ethnic
minorities inevitably rising in unison to take charge of their political destiny.
Ultimately victorious in Crystal City, despite legal maneuvering in the courts
initiated by attorneys representing panic-stricken incumbents, the separatist
Raza Unida disassociated itself from the platforms of the Democratic and Republican parties. Frequently oscillating between the ideological rhetoric of
Mario Compean and partisan pragmatism of Gutierrez, the new third party
rapidly moved from local to regional and state competition. The height of La
Raza Unida's bid for power centered in the 1972 campaign, with Ramsey Muiiiz,
as candidate for governor, and Alma Canales running for lieutenant governor.
Loosely assembled behind these standard bearers were candidates for U.S.
senator, state treasurer, railroad commissioner, and land commissioner, followed by a platoon of aspirants for legislative and county offices.
Although failing in that formidable struggle, and again in 1974 (except for
a few local successes), zealous partisans opted to export their ideology as a
"Crusade" to other states. Unfortunately for Gutierrez and his loyalists, mainly
because their militant rhetoric blocked effective communication, they never
convinced wider audiences that their message of La Raza Unida signified cultural cohesion rather than hostile reverse discrimination. Among other factors,
La Raza Unida failed to expand its base of support beyond its sphere of origin
because the movement lacked the cement to hold together diverse coalitions
for an extended period of time. In essence, the movement scared far more
voters than it attracted.
For interested observers of this phenomenon in Texas politics, including
this reviewer, United We Win reads like a compact digest of events of recent
memory. Partisan though Garcia may have been in the depth of that struggle
a generation ago, he now ascends a more lofty plateau as investigative reporter
and gifted chronicler. The literary gem here is the concluding chapter, where
the author assesses the strengths and weaknesses of La Raza Unida as a force
in American politics.
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Clearly, Ignacio M. Garcia has written a sympathetic history of the movement, critically describing conditions of the sixties and seventies and clarifying
the outstanding issues and personalities in the Mexican American community
of the Southwest. Whether United We Win becomes a classic study of what was
assuredly one of the most important militant ethnic organizations in recent
United States history remains for the next generation of scholars to determine.
In the meantime, Garcia's passionate and insightful contribution cannot be
overlooked as a source of factual information and analysis.
. Felix D. Almaraz, Jr.
University of Texas at San Antonio

Standoff at the Border: A Failure of Microdiplomacy. By Thomas J. Price. (EI Paso:
Texas Western Press, 1989. 74 pp. Maps, charts, tables, notes. $10.00 cloth,
$5.00 paper.)
International street car service between El Paso and Cuidad Juarez ended
on July 31, 1973, when disgruntled toll collectors seized an El Paso city lines
car, Number PCC 1516, as it crossed into Mexico. This symbolic act, part of a
labor-management dispute, ended almost ninety years of trolley transportation
between the two border cities.
This short book is a study of subsequent unsuccessful negotiations between EI Paso and Juarez to restore this municipal transport service, a process
that the author terms "rnicrodiplomacy." He surveys the history of public
transportation between the two cities, reviews the roles of the respective municipalities in forming informal agreements to further common needs ofurban
government on both sides of the river, and considers the complex local, state,
and national issues that often become involved in local border issues.
Essentially a work of political science rather than an historical analysis,
the book offers numerous reasons why the participants in these discussions
failed in their efforts. Some explanations are obvious: street car technology had
become obsolete; local governments along the border found it difficult to engage
international issues; and competition from other forms of transport reduced
the validity of the street car. The stuqy's most valuable discussion, however,
is its analysis of the socioeconomic changes in the Paseo del Norte basin that
eventually rendered trolley transport an anachronism. The growth of suburban
shopping centers on both sides of the border, the advent of "liquor-by-thedrink" in Texas, the construction of a modem bridge, and new industries in
both nations altered the need for public transport.
Based largely on newspaper accounts and public documents, this study
offers a complete analysis of an interesting case study in the unique problems
faced by municipalities along the border when considerations of local government have international implications.
Light Townsend Cummins
Austin College
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In Search of Columbus: The Sources for the First Voyage. By David Henige. (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1991. xiii + 359 pp. Maps, tables, appendixes,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
David Henige has produced a thought-provoking historiography about
Christopher Columbus' landing site on his voyage of discovery. Scholars agree
that the island on which Columbus landed was one he named San Salvador,
also known by its indigenous place name, Guanahani. The question is, where
is it? Among the several island candidates are Watlings Island, Samana Cay,
Grand Turk, Eleuthera, Cat Island, and Mayaguana. The book is divided into
two parts. Part I is an analysis of the documentation. In his attempt to unravel
the history of the discovery, Henige focuses 9n sixteenth-eentury printed sources,
principally the version of Columbus' journals, referred to as the"diario, " copied
by the Dominican friar Bartolome de las Casas, and The life of the admiral
Christopher Columbus by his son Ferdinand. Part II examines the writings of historians and linguistic experts on the subject of Guanahani.
While historians have consulted, analyzed, and written about Columbus'
so-called diario, they recognize that it is an unsatisfactory source. The dissatisfaction with the diario stems from the fact that the original copy kept by
Columbus no longer exists. Sometime in the sixteenth century it was copied
and/or edited by Las Casas, who seems to have had other purposes in mind .
• Although much is known about the voyage, discrepencies abound to confuse
experts on the interpretation of the location of Guanahani.
Henige's methodology involves the process of elimination in regard to
interpretations of the diario entry concerning the discovery site. Aside from
Las Casas' instrusive influence in the diario, its analysis is hampered by the
many transcribed and translated versions that are at variance with one another.
Henige attempts to analyze the main paleographical and translation issues
regarding certain words, but his success is limited because his analysis is
inconclusive in regard to resolving the issue of the location of Guanahani.
Anyone who has worked with elusive documentation can appreciate Henige's
efforts. Although his endeavor is better rewarded in his treatment of the historiography of Guanahanf, Henige does not direct the reader to a conclusion.
His critique of the various writers about Guanahanf is, on the other hand, a
major contribution for future researchers.
The strength of the work is the resulting scholarly and meticulous synthesis of what has been written by historians about Guanahani. As such, it
brings together the main arguments heretofore made by scholars on the subject.
Two useful appendixes are included for the reader to review along with the
test. They are entries from the diario for the crucial period October 11/12 to
15, 1492, and a brief sixteenth-century account of Gonzalo Fernando Oviedo
y Valdes' "Historia" regarding the closing hours before land was sighted by
the expedition. A useful bibliography of specialized works is also included.
This book does have minor weaknesses. They lie in the redundancy of
some of the arguments repeated in the two parts of the book. Although Henige's knowledge of his subject is outstanding, one must wonder why more
corroborating documentation from the Fleitos de Col6n were not consulted in
Part I of this work. Henige may have missed an opportunity to have analyzed
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other testimony by Columbus' men about the discovery. For example, in them
is a brief account by the son of Martin Alonso Pinzon about his father's role
in the discovery of Guanahani and other islands in the days following the
landing. Notwithstanding, the book is highly recommended as a scholarly
reference for serious students of the Age of Discovery. Quincentennial aficionados should not expect the work to decide the location of Guanahani.
Joseph~

Sanchez

Spanish Colonial Research Center
Taos: A Pictorial History. By John Sherman. (Santa Fe: Gannon Distributing Co.,
1990. x + 164 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index.. $19.95 paper.)
John Sherman is no stranger to New Mexico. He lived for a while in Santa
Fe and is known for several publications on New Mexican topics. He was
honored for a similar publication, Santa Fe: A Pictorial History. He was also
editor of El Palacio, the magazine of the Museum of New Mexico. So he comes
with some considerable background to do a book on Taos as a companion to
the Santa Fe publication.
Interest in historic photographs and photographers has become more popular and more respectable in recent times. The continuing discovery of long
lost photographic collections, and the acknowledged importance of photographs in historic research, has meant an increasing number of publications
of this kind. This reviewer has some experience in such publications and
welcomes them as adding to our understanding of the past.
This particular work I find very interesting. It presents many photographs
that the author must have searched long and hard to find, in addition to getting
permission to publish. But therein are also some problems. The scope of this
book is from "Before 1540" to the "1990's and Beyond." In either case, before
or after, the question is where are the photographs? It may seem a somewhat
picky point to belabor the invention of photography and the "future," but it
is very difficult to put this work in the context of centuries of history and
provide photographs to the work. The chronological approach is fine, and
maybe essential, but which comes first? In this case it is an attempt to do both
and that approach does not always work.
Do not get me wrong. There are a lot of very interesting historic photographs in this book. I think they are fascinating and, again, Sherman has done
a wonderful job in locating them. Additional information only makes the
offering more important and interesting. I have become aware of the importance of identifying the photographer in increasing the value of the work.
There is another problem with this type of work. The photographs themselves are worth publication-especially if captions explain time, place, person
or persons, and photographer, if possible. The captions in this work require
reading all by themselves. They are so full of information that it took me two
readings-first the captions, and then the text. I am not sure how I would
have approached the project either, so this is not to be taken necessarily as
criticism. I read the book twice!
Every reviewer seems to be under some kind of unwritten law that de-
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mands criticism of some sort. Therefore, as a small factual matter I am sure
that most railroad passengers to Taos debarked from the Denver & Rio Grande
Railway at Taos Junction for the buggy or automobile ride to town. The Junction
was closer and, in the earlier days, there was the bridge over the Rio at Pilar.
Other readers may note some questions of interpretations, but I leave that to
them. In a book of this type and size, one cannot satisfy everyone----especially
the "professional" historians.
I like the book. It is not an in-depth history of Taos. It was not meant to
be. Sherman has presented a very nice, readable book with dozens of excellent
photographs.
Spencer Wilson
New Mexico Tech

Book Notes

The "Diario" of Christopher Columbus's First Voyage to America 1492-1493.
Edited by Oliver Dunn and James E. Kelley, Jr. (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xii + 491 pp. Illustration, notes, bibliography,
index. $24.95 paper.)
Spanish Government in New Mexico. By Marc Simmons. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1990. xvii + 238 pp. Illustrations,
maps, charts, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.)
The Presidio: Bastion of the Spanish Borderlands. By Max L. Moorhead.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xvi + 288 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.)
Spanish Borderlands Sourcebooks: The Spanish Missions of New Mexico (II:
After 1680). Edited by John L. Kessell and Rick Hendricks. General
Series edited by David Hurst Thomas. (New York: Garland Publishing,
1991. xvii + 504 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliographies.
$75.00.)
.New Mexico Village Arts. By Roland F. Dickey. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1990. xii + 266 pp. Illustrations, bibliography,
index. $24.95 paper.)
The Saint Francis Murals of Santa Fe: The Commission and the Artists. By
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Carl Sheppard. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1989. 96 pp. Illustrations,
bibliography, index. $9.95 paper.)

Endangered Cultures. By Miguel Leon-Portilla. (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1990. x + 265 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography. $9.95 paper.)
The Pottery of Acatldn: A Changing Mexican Tradition. By Louana M. Lackey.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xi + 164 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, bibliography, index. $18.95 paper.)

Mexican Game Trails: Americans Afield in Old Mexico, 1866-1940. Edited
by Neil B. Carmony and David E. Brown. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1991. vii + 270 pp. Illustrations, map, bibliography,
index. $24.95.)
Where the Strange Roads Go Down. By Mary del Villar and Fred del Villar.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1991. xvii + 244 pp. Illustrations,
map. $14.95 paper.) A walk across rural Mexico.
Understanding the Central American Crisis: Sources of Conflict, U. S. Policy,
and Options for Peace. Edited by Kenneth M. Coleman and George C.
Herring. (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, 1991. xix + 240
pp. Map, tables, notes, index. $40.00 cloth, $13.95 paper.)
Thin Men Of Haddam. By C. W. Smith. (Fort Worth: Texas Christian
University Press, 1990. xii + 336 pp. Illustrations. $15.95 paper.) A
southwestern novel.
A Catalog of Maya Hieroglyphs. By J. Eric S. Thompson. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xiv + 458 pp. Illustrations, tables,
note, bibliography. $19.95 paper.)
Vision and Revision in Maya Studies. Edited by Flora S. Clancy and Peter
D. Harrison. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990. x
+ 224 pp. lliustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00.)
A Zuni Atlas. By T. J. Ferguson and E. Richard Hart. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990. xiii + 154 pp. Illustrations, maps,
appendixes, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper.)
Acoma: Pueblo in the Sky. By Ward Alan Minge. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1991. xviii + 245 pp. Illustrations, map, tables,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $22.50 paper.) Revised edition.
Cochiti: A New Mexico Pueblo, Past and Present. By Charles H. Lange.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990. xxix + 618 pp.
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Illustrations, map, charts, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $22.50
paper.)

The Pueblo Indian Revolt of 1696 and the Franciscan Missions in New Mexico:
Letters of the Missionaries and Related Documents. Edited by J. Manuel
Espinosa. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xviii + 313
pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $15.95 paper.)
Indian Heroes and Great Chieftains. By Charles A. Eastman (Ohiyesa).
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. 241 pp. Illustrations. $8.95
paper.)
Images of Penance, Images of Mercy: Southwestern "Santos" in the l.ilte Nineteenth Century. By William Wroth. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1991. xvii + 196 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $65.00 cloth, $24.95 paper.)
Wounded Knee 1973: A Personal Account. By Stanley David Lyman. Edited
by Floyd A. O'Neil, June K. Lyman, and Susan McKay. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xxxix + 180 pp. Illustrations, maps,
index. $30.00.)
Navajo Sandpainting: From Religious Act to Commercial Art. By Nancy J.'
Parezo. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991. xxii +
251 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, bibliography, index.
$19.95 paper.)
The Basket Weavers of Arizona. By Bert Robinson. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991. xvi + 164 pp. Illustrations, map,
notes, index. $24.95 paper.)
Other Council Fires Were Here Before Ours: A Classic Native American Creation Story as Retold by a Seneca Elder and Her Granddaughter. By Jamie
Sams and Twylah Nitsch. (San Francisco: HarperCollins Publishers,
1991. xii + 147 pp. Illustrations. $12.95 paper.)
Encyclopedia of Frontier Biography. 3 vols. By Dan L. Thrapp. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xvi + 1698 pp. Index. $60.00 paper.)
The Winnebago Tribe. By Paul Radin. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1990. xvi + 511 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $15.95/
~~)
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"IT'S YOUR MISFORTUNE
AND NONE OF MY OWN"

A New History of the American West
By Richard White
"This is without question tHe most important textbook on the
history of the American West since Billington first produced
Westward Expansion in the 1940s."-William Cronon, Yale
University.
Through 12/31/91: $34.95; After 12/31/91: $39.95

WITHOUT QUARTER
The Wichita Expedition and the Fight on Crooked Creek
By William Y. Chalfant
Foreword by Paul Andrew Hutton
Illustrations by Roy Grinnell
'~Come back to a distant time and place ... a time and place where the Comanches
could still rightly be called the lord of the plains, a time and place where the buffalo
still ran."-Paul Andrew Hutton. $19.95

CONVERTING THE WEST
A Biography of Narcissa Whitman
By Julie Roy Jeffrey
"Promotes understanding both of Narcissa Whitman as a woman of her time and
circumstance . .. It is no small achievement to have rescued Narcissa from the
myth monsters!"-Dr. Susan Armitage, Washington State University, Pullman.
$24.95

MADONNA SWAN
A Lakota Woman's Story
As told Through Mark St. Pierre
"This heartwarming account portrays a spirited, modern-day Lakota Sioux
woman's triumph over debilitating illness and depressing conditions . .. Her life is
a fitting reminder that real heroes can be found in everyday life."-Publishers
Weekly. $19.95

JOHN CHARLES FREMONT
Character as Destiny
By Andrew Rolle
Read about Fremont, explorer, Civil War general, territorial governor of Arizona,
America's first Republican candidate for president, and one of California's first
two senators. "[It is] engrossing and rewarding."-Rudolph Binion, Brandeis
University. $29.95
Write for FREE catalogs. From your bookseller, or t

Universi!y ofOklahoma Press
Dept. MAFI-1005 Asp Ave.-Norman, OK 73019-0445
Add: $1.50 Post/hand. Accept: MC/Visa/AE/Checks

News Notes

A number of significant changes have taken place in the staff of
the New Mexico Historical Review.
With this issue Paul Andrew Hutton completes his editorship of
the Review. During the last six years Hutton redesigned the journal,
adding much to its attractiveness. At the same time, under his able
direction the Review expanded notably in its coverage of frontier and
military. topics. Through his extensive network of contacts throughout
western history, Hutton also introduced many new authors to the pages
of this magazine. We salute Professor Hutton's major accomplishments
with the Review. He now returns to full-time teaching, his duties as
Executive Director of the Western History Association, and his work
on a major biography of Davy Crockett, already under a film contract
with Columbia Pictures.
Nancy Brown, longtime secretary and more recently office manager, also completes her work at the Review with this issue. No one in
the last two decades has been more loyal to the journal than Nancy.
During several editorial changes, she has remained a steadfast fixture.
She has also taken a personal interest in the journal's contents, its
distribution, .and its recognition as a strong regional periodical. In
addition, Nancy has attended dozens of conferences to sell the Review
and other southwestern books and to distribute research guides on
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numerous New Mexican and regional topics. Readers of the Review
will miss her enthusiasm and commitment to the journal. We wish her
well in her new ventures.
Beginning his editorship of the Review with the April 1992 issue
is Robert Himmerich y Valencia. A Research Assistant Professor of
History at the University of New Mexico, Professor Himmerich holds
the doctorate from UCLA and is author of the recently published The
Encomenderos of New Spain, 1521-1555 (University of Texas Press). He
has taught courses in the history of New Mexico as well as about several
other Latin American and U.S. subjects. A returning New Mexican in
1985, he currently resides on a small acreage near Santa Fe. As a retired
major in the U.S. Marine Corps with richly varied educational and
cultural backgrounds, Professor Himmerich will bring new experiences
to the editorial chair of the NMHR. We welcome him to leadership of
the journal.
RWE
On February 22, 1992, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., at the UNM Student
Union Grand Ballroom, Albuquerque, the Center for the American
West and UNM's History Department will convene a one-day symposium on Contemporary New Mexico, 1940 to 1990. Presentations
will deal with the general era, families, ethnic contributions, economic
developments, political patterns, and cultural currents. Free bibliographies and book exhibits. Cosponsored by UNM and the New Mexico
Endowment for the Humanities, the symposium will be of special
interest to teachers, students, and others interested in contemporary
New Mexico. For more information, call 277-7688.
Western New Mexico University will host a symposium entitled
liThe Buffalo Soldiers: America's Forgotten Heroes" on Saturday, March
28, 1992. The symposium will explore the cultural climate of the West
and Southwest from 1866 to 1900 during the Indian Wars era, and

examine the interaCtions, both positive and negative, among the cultural groups liVing in the West at that time: Native Americans, Hispanics, Anglo-Americans, as well as the African American Buffalo
Soldiers. Participating scholars will include Monroe Billington (NMSU),
James A. Goss (Texas Tech University), William Leckie (Toledo University), Shiame Okunor (UNM), Joseph Sanchez (Spanish Colonial
Research Center and UNM), and Dale F. Giese (WNMU). Advance
registration fee is $10; registration on the day of the symposium will
be $15. For more information, contact Patricia Erickson, Buffalo Soldier
Symposium, 1120 West Sixth Street, Silver City, New Mexico, (505) 3881839.

